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“Jim, what are you going to do?”
“Me? Just one other before dinner: but see that he does put more Gin than Angostura.”
“My goodness, man, I am not talking about your comfortable self, but of my troubles.”
Thus opened the first skirmish, and so spake the fair chatelaine of the House of Walton: Walton the Big Man.
John James Walton: forty, hale and hearty—Sugar oracle and Planting Attorney of the firm of Rickets & Co.,
whose vast sugar plantations spread from the Mahaica River on the sea coast of British Guiana to far up the
Corentyne River on the Dutch border of the same.
British Guiana! so few do know thee—except colloquially as “Demerara,” the home of grocery crystals. Few
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stay-at-home people realize that you are a vast inheritance—and the only one—of some 100,000 square miles,
snugly stowed away on the shoulder of the great South American continent, and the natural highway to the upper
reaches of the fertile but turbulent Amazon. But these are things beyond this time of writing, and the scribe must
his tale unfold.
Today but a fringe on the sea coast of this magnificent domain is beneficially occupied, and that almost
entirely by the dominating interest of sugar growing. Sugar—growing to give to the world the famous Demerara
crystals: something to be proud of and to enjoy; and something to be imitated by rotten German beets, which
destroy the bees that venture to feed on its sugar. This is the great work—the original not the imitation—that John
James Walton spends his lifetime on; while he divides up his recreation between his swizzles\fn{ A swizzle is defined
as one of several compounded intoxicating drinks; specifically, a short drink made with crushed ice, rum or other spirit, sugar, and bitters }
and the petting of his pretty and affectionate spouse. This is the great work that has created for its well being a
system of labor immigration, alike the wonder of economists and the anathema of Cobden school purists,\fn{ After
Richard Cobden (1804-1865), British economist known as the Apostles of Free Trade } from far-off India, across two oceans to
the shores of the sunlit Caribbean.
Walton watched his under-managers and, heard their tales of woe: he watched his canes and argued about
seedlings; but he saw not the great tragedy that grew at his feet; a tragedy born of that system of immigration
which was at once his pride and his worry. A tragedy deep as night, warm as the sun in his cane-fields, and subtle
as the centuries whose guile and song have changed but little the hearts of women and the fancies of men.
At the check-up from his wife, recorded above, “Honest John,” as he was known to his intimates, sat up. He
turned the leaves of his memory back: he weaned himself from the half-pleasant contemplation of a swizzle, illmade enough to give cause for an honest grumble, well made enough to enjoy; and turned to the wholly
unpleasant subject which his wife would hark back to. His mental comment being,
“Women are so worrisome.” He had hoped to “jolly along” the subject with her until it reached the limbo of
forgetfulness, or, at least, the easy toleration he had seen so many others win. Aloud he replied:
“Well, Marion, what would you have me do? I have selected the best-managed estate under me: old Rapfuller
is the best planter alive. Things are run so on ”Never Out” that the boy will learn more about the great work of
agriculture and sugar making there, in six months, than perhaps he would in six years on some of the very much
larger estates, where each subject is so very much farther away from the other. The boy, I tell you, is all right!
What about the swizzles we spoke about?”
“Swizzles we spoke about?” echoed Mrs. Walton. “I did not hear myself in that conversation. Anyway, I’ll
ring, and then perhaps you will listen to me.”
Walton rolled in his Berbice chair: that science of comfort; so called because it was first “practiced” in the
colony province of that name; being “invented” by an old soldier of India in the evening of his days, which he had
spent in Berbice as a planter. “Honest John” took down one leg, from the chair’s comfort-giving arm, and put up
the other on the far side. He was clearly cornered and had to be rustling up the old arguments—getting the old
brain away, as he would put it, from facts to fancies—so he needs must roost himself in comfort.
“Look here, Jim,” she persisted. “You know I am uneasy about the boy. I have not a word against old Rapfuller
—except, perhaps, that if he had less of lean and lanky sisters, and more of plump and pleasing nieces, the road
might be easier.”
“Jim,” as she called him in imitation of the fat gray mule which he sometimes rode and which owned to the
name of “Big Jim,” grumbled that he did not know what the lean and lankiness of “Old Raps’” sisters had to do
with it, and, moreover, if they had not been lean and lanky, Mrs. Walton might have been someone else’s wife.
Marion, however, was not taking any such red herring trail, but headed straight back.
“Jim,” she expostulated, “you are not giving the matter sufficient consideration. Edwin, I have no doubt, is
learning a great deal about planting; but what I am worried about is that he seems to be learning a great deal about
other things too.”
“Learning! and he from a Public School!” was all that poor Walton could ejaculate; and then he turned to
contemplate the rosy sparkle and swallow the tempting swizzle, which by then was by his elbow.
Even that caustic comment could not deter my lady: she knew her mind, and that mind she was determined to
speak.
“I have heard,” she resumed, “on the best authority, that he is far too much wrapped up with that smooth~
skinned, bare-toed East Indian young lady. And I do hate these entanglements when a boy is young.”
Walton squirmed piteously, and remembered two bright eyed Eurasian boys, well placed in the local Civil
Service by an invisible hand: carrying another name than his own, but recalling some of the roystering days of his
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youth, under a dead and gone worthy whose only demand of conduct was that his staff should ride in “for
orders”—sober, or seemingly so—under his verandah window in sun or rain at 5:30 every morning. Then, as now,
the overseers, or “staff,” were fed from the manager’s table, because they “cannot be trusted with their board
allowance.” Outside of that their domestic concerns in those days were their own. Cut off from marriage under
this rotten system, they found their wives among their neighbors’, or, perhaps, shared another with some
complaisant immigrant. For, despite Des Vœux—the civil servant originator of a great Commission on the
Treatment of Immigrants—some immigrants will remain complaisant, and even invite such relationships, for the
gain it brings them.\fn{William Des Vœux (1834-1909) British colonial governor who authored a report in 1869 to the Secretary of
State for the Colonies detailing many instances of cruel and unjust treatment of indentured servants by plantation owners and planters
which he personally witnessed, leading to the above named commission, his testimony before it at its sessions in Georgetown, Guyana, and
in due course the amelioration of many of these grievances }

“Well, you know, my dear,” the now fairly uncomfortable Jim replied, “the boy is young. Like the measles or
teething, with sympathetic management, he will get over it. I’ll tell Old Raps to have a quiet look at the situation
and keep me posted. And, moreover, I do think after all this dry-earth talk I am entitled to another swizzle before
sitting down.”
Saying which Jim suited his action to his word and took the reins in his own hands. The proximity of dinner
revived his drooping spirits, and soon his cheery voice was heard echoing down the spacious verandah
demanding “another rosy,” and bespeaking a special “pony one for the missy, yeh!”
During dinner the subject cropped up and up again; and “Honest John” carefully repeated his plans. If things
were really going to bad, “Old Raps” would know. “Old Raps” was a wonderful man, and one to be depended
upon in every respect. If it became absolutely necessary he would remove the boy to some other estate; or get the
indentures of that particular family transferred to some far away plantation. He would send the boy back to
England. As “Honest John’s” heart expanded under the pressure of good food and wine, and the charming
influence of his wife, who made a capital hostess, whether company was present or not, he threw himself with
zest into the plans for saving his wife’s younger brother: for such, in fact, was the much discussed “boy.” So, by
the time dinner was through, he and his wife were well at one on the subject nearest her heart. As they rose and
adjourned to the verandah, Mrs. Walton heaved one last sigh and gave voice to her hope:
“That the day would soon come when there would be more marriages and giving in marriage among sugar
estate overseers; when there would be more of a social and home life among them, in keeping with their own
walks in life.”
Poor woman; she could not grasp the rotten economic conditions which made her hope a vain one, and
condemned all overseers, irrespective of inclination, to a life of enforced celibacy: without the freedom from
temptation of the cloister, or the safeguard of vows.\fn{ There was a time, very long ago now—this note is written in 2004—
when the phrase “the sanctity of marriage” was a very strong social bond indeed, enforced and reinforced by both economic necessity and
legal and social codes which made it virtually impossible for all but the very wealthy in the Western world to disavow their marriages in
court for any reason whatsoever, saving adultery}

“Honest John’s” counterpart of his wife’s sigh and voiced hope, was the lighting of a cigar and the registering
of a solemn, but, inward wish that she would drop the subject. For, he was resolved that Planting Attorneys had
quite enough worry, chasing after seedlings, and agitators, and Immigration Circulars, without being hamstrung
by their own wives over overseers and their domestic affairs.
“It’s all these agitators,” he finally, and still inwardly, commented with charming inconsistence: as though
agitators had anything to do with the subject.
Little did “Honest John” dream that a solution of this self-same question would make easier many of the
subjects dealt with in those tantalizing circulars. At least, a better class of youths, on the average, would be found
among the recruits for the rank and file of the staff; and the few Europeans imported under indenture would less
frequently find themselves among the flotsam and jetsam of the city.
That same evening Walton, loyal in every respect to his petted wife, decided that early next morning he would
set out on one of his tours of inspection and spend some time at “Never Out” in spying out the land himself.
*
Meanwhile, Edwin Hamilton, the subject of all the worry, slowly wove the mesh of his fate around himself and
a generation ahead, amid the gibes and good natured sallies of his brother “celibates.” Young and impressionable,
on the threshold of his twenties, a little bookish by heart, he had dabbled in Socialism;\fn{ By which is probably meant
the reorientation of capitalist society by way of peaceful reformist, parliamentary, and evolutionary methods such as those advocated by the
founders of the Fabian Society, organized in 1884 by the British social reformers Sidney and Beatrice Webb and their associates, who in
their turn helped form the original British Labor Party of 1893 .} he had flirted with Darwin and with Mendel, and had been
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captivated by eugenics. Whilst, originally, he had set out in the study of Darwin and Mendel for their influence on
the calling which he had been encouraged to make his own, they ended by influencing his whole outlook on the
question of sex.
Had Edwin’s temperament and learning been carefully measured by some accurate instrument, he would have
been the last person to be sent on a sugar estate, where the whole atmosphere reeks of sex and its trying
complications. Reared far from Colonial influences he was too prone to think a man “a man for a’ that;”\fn{ After
one of Kipling’s poems, which includes the phrase: “A man’s a man, for a’ that.”; i.e., that irrespective of everything else, he is primordially
a sexual creature} and a girl just a girl, without reference to the hue of her skin, or her immediate position in the

world’s economics. Bred in the atmosphere of an English public school, he had absorbed to a hypersensitive
degree its spirit of fair play, until it obsessed him and dwarfed his every other instinct. With such a spirit,
“expediency”\fn{Taking a mistress} has no place, and “the balance of convenience” may as well have been
expressed in unknown characters. The problems of sex on a sugar estate are the problems of that immigration
system on which the very existence of the sugar industry, and consequently the whole industrial life of the colony,
may be said to be at stake.
It is a paradox, but one easily understood by the initiated, that in a world where the female element so largely
preponderates, the proportion of females among the 100,000 immigrant population in British Guiana is frightfully
meager. This develops a fierceness of sentiment, on questions of sex, which is horrible to behold. While there are
immigrants, like some men of every community, who are complaisant with respect to their wives and daughters
for their own gain, those are but the exceptions, and the remainder fiercely resent any poaching of such a nature.
Wife slayers are hanged by the score: here a woman may be seen noseless, or, another, with both her hands lopped
off, because some fiercely jealous lord and master had been wronged. Fierce, perhaps, as much because of the
wrong that has been done him, as because of the difficulty with which he is faced in filling her place, with that
freedom of choice, that would obtain under less strained conditions of proportion.
Add to all of this that other disturbing factor, thought of by Mrs. Walton as the absence of social life among
overseers—the lords of the pay, comfort and very existence of the immigrants. These overseers, barracked under a
most unholy system, under conditions worse than soldiering, what wonder they deteriorate in mind, morals and
manners. Denied the soldier’s right to married privileges and quarters, they must borrow or steal a wife. If the
borrowed or stolen wife is the property of an immigrant, discovery means serious disaster; this, as is inevitable
with human nature, supplying the element of danger and romance that make an irresistible appeal to adventurous
spirits.
Then again, an overseer may not quit the confines of his plantation, or entertain any friends on it to lunch or
dinner, until he has obtained the sanction of his manager, to whom every detail, and even, possibly, every reason
has to be stated. Thus, denied mastership of his table, board or leisure, it is little wonder, if the overseer finds
scope for the practice of the most clamant\fn{ Urgent} instinct of the human race on underlings and immigrants.
Such in brief are the conditions which make sex, and the complications arising from the attempt to force
celibacy on overseers, such a burning immigration question.
Such was the atmosphere in which Edwin Hamilton found himself at twenty-two, lord of his hours of
meditation, but not of his physical liberty; lord of the liberty of scores of immigrants, but not of his own. The very
readiness with which “Old Raps” gave him leave to “quit boundaries,” was in itself an embarrassment; for less
favored and less deserving ones were not slow to chaff him about his favored relationship, and the privileges it
brought.
Though no saint or milksop, Edwin was temperamentally unfitted for the post-prandial gatherings at overseers’
quarters, which had for their chief object the decanting of gin. As a consequence, he was more and more thrown
back on his books, and on his dangerous wanderings in ethics.
True to his promise, John James Walton was on the spot next morning; when, after patiently listening to “Old
Raps’” varied outbursts, and running commentaries on everything and every person, from the Brussels
Convention to Biology; and from the Governor to the grooms, he cautiously veered round to “the boy.”
“Old Raps” was doubtful and dutiful. The boy was good. The boy was always at orders. The boy would do: but
those damned books were making a fool of him. He, “Old Raps,” was quite against drink as the “boss” knew—he
always retained the affectionate name, of the old days, for Walton—if somebody would bring the boy to dinner
drunk once only, he would feel more sure of him.
The “boss” did not agree. He hoped the boy would remain straight. He had seen that once drunk at dinner,
develop so disastrously, so many times, that he hoped “Old Raps” would get proof of the boy’s sanity in some
other direction. He had no doubt that Edwin wanted bringing out in some way and he would try to get him in town
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oftener.
“But the fact is, old man,” he added, “the boy is just a little afraid of me, and never seems comfortable even in
town when I am in the house.”
“Well, you know boss,” ventured Old Raps, “that’s the discipline of the place: we have to break them all in
early.”
“Yes, I know,” replied the Big Man, “but I like the boy, and his sister is devilish fond of him. What I am really
anxious about,” he added after a pause, “is this Afridi’s daughter.”
“Boss, to tell you the truth, I don’t think his planting career will come to an end over that girl: but his social
life may.”
Walton put down his swizzle untasted. They had just reached the first rung of the ladder leading to breakfast,
and Walton had never yet been known to set down a swizzle untasted under similar circumstances. Then he sat
upright. A more fiery, and, it might be added, wiry man would have emptied the chair of himself and viciously
swear. “Honest John,” deliberate to a fault, replaced his untasted swizzle on the tray, sat upright, and
subconsciously pinched himself to be sure he was awake. He then jerked out:
“What the devil do you mean?”
He did not mean to startle old Rapfuller, neither could he; and he could no more stop the old man, once started
going, than he could stop one of his triples, as they spun his glorified crystals, by looking at it.
“Boss, I will just here say that the boy is not going to be rounded up in any illicit tangle with the girl, such as
will bring his planting career to a stop. If he does do anything he will marry her, sudden like, before any of us are
alive to his plan.” Saying which he reached over for the big man’s swizzle, and breaking into the more friendly
creolese, said:
“Boss, le’ me brew dat swizzle up again fo’ you.”
So forceful is the action of suggestion that even Europeans, long resident in the tropics, will occasionally break
into the not unmusical broken English of the creole. The big man drank “dat swizzle;” and, then with a great deal
of emphasis said:
“Raps, I will be damned if he will! At least, the boy is fond of his sister, and will remember her feelings.”
“But he can’t marry her, boss,” interrupted Old Raps.
“Don’t be silly old man, and don’t try to be witty. It doesn’t suit your gray hairs. I allow your joke, but still
believe that he thinks too much of his sister to make such a devilish mistake. I think you must be mistaken.
Anyway. I am glad nothing is wrong as yet. It would be a pity to have his career ruined.”
It must be here explained, for the reader’s information, that where Indians are under indenture,\fn{ I.e., in some
for of contractual labor requiring a certain term of service in exchange for some form of maintenance, and exclusive of slavery } any
planter found guilty of illicit intercourse with an East Indian, whether the Indian be free or bound, married or
single, jeopardizes his situation and makes himself liable to be perpetually banned from being employed on any
plantation employing indentured immigrants. This policy, though it fell into abuse in some generations is today
being rigidly enforced.
“Boss,” answered Old Raps, “I am sorry, and hope I am mistaken; but you know when Old Raps is done
thinking a thing out he is never far wrong. That boy Hamilton may be fond of his sister: he may be afraid of you;
but mark me, neither of you is in control of him any longer. I have studied him; and I have tried the bit in his
mouth, and he don’t take it, that’s all.”
“I admit the soundness of your judgment in many things,” said Walton, “but I should like to hear a little more
detail before I decide what to do. On what do you base your conclusions?”
“First,” replied old Rapfuller, “because if anything were really wrong I should have had a dozen or two
informers on hand already. As you know, they are a plentiful breed, and always anticipate events well ahead.
Secondly, the boy’s visits to that yard are always timed to meet the girl’s father at home. Thirdly, the father is very
frequently in Hamilton’s room: they seem to have struck up a queer friendship between them. And lastly, the girl
herself does not seem to mix freely with her own matties, male or female.”
“Your ground is not as strong as I thought it was, old man. Then, you have heard nothing from the boy himself
over this ridiculous marriage proposition?”
“No, sir, and, I say again, I hope I am wrong. Old Singh, you see, is a type by himself. I often wonder how he
became an immigrant; he is not very communicative, but it seems that he came, or was driven out, of some
upcountry Indian Native State and crossed “the big pawnee” either in pique or as an act of safety. He does not put
on any airs, but the other immigrants seem to respect him as a sort of pundit; and probably he appeals to some
sense of chivalry in Hamilton, which will surely lead to anywhere if the boy is really moony on the girl.”
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“I tell you what,” at last Walton summed up, “that old Afridi and his girl have got to go. I shall immediately
see the “big Crosby” on my arrival in town, and work the oracle: then I’ll put my wife on the boy.”
“Crosby” represented everything by way of immigration to the planter; and everything itself to the immigrant.
There is a certain pathos attached to the rendering of this Official’s title. Officially, the department charged with
the welfare of the immigrants is the Immigration Department: its head is the Immigration Agent-General, and his
outlying representatives are Immigration Agents; but throughout the length and breadth of the land the whole is
grouped under the generic title of “Crosby.” The head of all is “the big Crosby,” and his agents “little Crosbys:”
and wherefore? It is because at one time in the long ago there lived an Immigration Agent-General who was a
tower of strength and righteousness to the immigrants, and his name was Crosby: a veritable protector of
immigrants was he. Interred in some forgotten corner of a village churchyard, his virtues uncarved in stone and
untold in monumental marble, his memory is carried as a living factor in the hearts of the people. So shall it live
forever, as long as there remains a solitary immigrant in a land of exile.
2
As has been seen by the previous chapter, the rough conclusions of old Rapfuller had not been without their
influence on Walton., or, as he was known on that estate, “J. J. W.”
It is sometimes a peculiarity that men in Walton’s position accumulate quite a number of soubriquets, each
differing in familiarity or affection according to the giver. To his wife and some of her lady friends he was “big
Jim:” to some of his associates, “Honest John:” to his subordinates, “the Big Man,” “J. J.” or “J. J. W.” and to
some others who laid a different sort of claim, just “the Boss.” Among these latter, as we have seen, was
Rapfuller. Walton had long grown accustomed to pay a lot of heed to the rough and ready conclusions of “Old
Raps;” and it is surprising how influence of this kind from a subordinate entendrils itself around a man’s heart
until it reaches even unto the most intimate channels. In this case it had been no exception and the homely words
of the older man had traveled from the understanding to the heart of the younger.
That day “the Big Man” had been uncomfortable: “the Big Man” had been ill at ease. As he traveled from one
estate to the other, he revolved and re-revolved the subject in his mind. He clearly looked for a bad half-an-hour
from his wife, what time he had to report “Old Rap’s” conclusions to her: for from force of example she had also
grown to pay great heed to the words of the older man. Nevertheless, he had decided to face it like a man, and get
done with it as soon as possible.
Two days later Walton, at his wife’s breakfast table, pitched headlong into his story. Mrs. Walton, wise in her
generation, had said not a word on the subject to her lord and master, since his return; for she had learnt, what so
few women seem to know, that the easiest way to freeze a confidence was to nag into a subject before the
confessor is ready to open up.
“Marion,” he said, “I am afraid old Rapfuller has given me some thought over the boy; but, worse than all, he
thinks the danger lies in marriage, rather than illicit relationship.”
At this Marion was too aghast to speak immediately, and could only gasp, “Marriage!” in a tone which clearly
heralded the close approach of tears.
“Well,” cheeried her lord, “I don’t think you should take it on too seriously. In the first place I don’t agree with
Rapfuller; and, in the second, if things are really taking that guise they should lend themselves very much better to
our plans than otherwise. You can prevent a marriage faster than you can stop illicit intercourse.” After which
oracular announcement, he added:
“And you can, no doubt, do something towards interesting him in someone else, as a counter irritant.” This last
with some feeble attempt at wit.
By now Marion had recovered her senses somewhat, and feebly suggested that “the boy” should be sent back
to England. However that suggestion was soon abandoned; chiefly because it would mean closing his career as a
planter; and, next, it would be necessary to get Edwin’s acquiescence, which would in itself be a very doubtful
proposition.
At last it was resolved that Walton should proceed with his plans for the removal of the old Afridi and his
family from “Never Out;” and that Marion should do her share by way of throwing her young brother among the
young and eligible maidens of the capital and cathedral city of Georgetown. Back once more in good humor with
the world and himself, Walton ventured the remark that if he had so much trouble with her young brother, the
Lord only knew what was in store for him when their own toddling youngster left his petticoats and nursery
rhymes behind.
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“I however beg to state,” he added, “that I am going to have more say than you in his upbringing; and I am not
going to let you apron-string him, as you are determined to do the boy.”
But his wife was too engrossed in her plans to pay any heed to his banter, or his threats.
*
True to his word, “Honest John,” bon vivant and sugar king, soon had the departmental machinery on the move
for the removal from “Never Out” of Singh, his wife, and his daughter. No offence was alleged, none had to be
proved: simply that it was the will of “the big Crosby.” The immigrants, since their enforced sojourn in this
faraway land, have created out of nothing but their thews\fn{ Muscles} and sinews, a rice industry which feeds the
whole country and the neighboring islands in the Caribbean. Every immigrant of any thrift or industry—and
which is not—has his rice bed. When an order such as this comes, rice beds must be abandoned, or sold for what
they could fetch: and what ever does a forced sale realize? The humble home such as may have been made, with
its kitchen garden and feeble conveniences, must be left behind. Kith and kin, shipmates of the long lonely voyage
of “an hundred days” from far away India, friends and associations, must all be said goodbye to: and why? simply
because it was “the big Crosby’s will.”
The move soon got noised ahead, as the will of the “big Crosby,” but Singh. the wily old Afridi was not to be
deceived: inside his skin he knew and felt the reason, but he muttered that the will of Allah was stronger than the
will of “the big Crosby.” And evidently, Singh was no stranger to these forced marches. The wife of his fortunes,
who, it was said, was not the mother of his daughter, was loud in her vociferations, but she was quickly silenced.
Meanwhile, certain formalities had be fulfilled before executive force could be given to the order, and events
moved rapidly in the interval.
With Marion Walton also to think was to act, and she forthwith set about plans for a “nice little dance,” at
which she would set out all that was fair and loveliest to divert her brother’s attention from his romantic Asiatic
attachment. Hurried notes here and there soon filled her morning room with a goodly number of Georgetown
matrons and misses; ostensibly to lunch, but really to discuss dates and other etcetera of the dance that Mrs.
Walton had informed them she desired to give, as “there had been so few of late,” and she had been “somewhat
remiss in doing her share,” etc.
With such a congregation of the elect it did not take long to fix things: dates were soon decided, programmes
brought into being, and invitations lists scrutinized again and again. All wondered that Mrs. Walton should
include the names of two colonial daughters of Portugal, whose forebears had hailed from the lovely mid-Atlantic
island of Madeira; and by careful small trading, thrift and husbandry had left a fortune of no mean dimensions:
this had perhaps entitled the daughters to, but had never hitherto won for them, a place on the visiting lists of the
elect, such as Mrs. Walton proposed now to confer.
None, however, ventured to remark; as, after all, it was Mrs. Walton’s house, and Mrs. Walton’s party. Mrs.
Walton, however, had her reasons and those were private: She knew quite as well as anybody else that their
inclusion was unwarrantable under the canons of ordinary visiting lists; but she also knew that their charms were
far and beyond any to be found among the girls of the elect. The more than hint of oriental beauty which marked
those sisters, she also hoped, would appeal to that taste which was apparently developing in Edwin; and,
moreover, she was barring no weapon in her fight for supremacy against the “little bare-toed” East Indian.
Days passed, during which Walton eventually caught the enthusiasm of his wife and threw himself heart and
soul into all her plans for the coming event. No expense was to be spared, was his order. Carpenters were called in
and decorators set to work. Alas, poor Marion! She saw her charming informal little dance blossoming into a great
function by the house of Walton. Her frantic protests were of little avail. “Honest John” pleaded that he could not
help himself; it had got talked about: His Excellency the Governor\fn{ Guyana became an independent country only in
1966, and had been under British rule since 1815 } had mentioned it to him; and he should not wonder if he signified his
intention to be present. And, as the Louisiana Sugar Commissioners would be in Georgetown that week, he
thought that they would be bound to extend an invitation to them.
Thus Marion, quite distracted, saw herself being gradually transformed from something between a fairy
Godmother and a match-making sister into a straight-laced hostess at a brilliant society function.
What philosopher of current events will venture to say whether it is a distinct preordination of things which
orders certain currents to flow to that end; or, whether it is a mere chance happening, quite free of predestination,
which sets the currents that eventually disperse to the East or the West, with equal impartiality. In other words
which is cause and which effect? Perhaps, after all, it is a lack of human perception which imposes failure or
nullity on given policies or precautions and not any illimitable predestination; else were man’s free will an empty
dream. Here, at least, we see that Mrs. Walton may well have foreseen, after her admitted neglect of similar
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functions, that she could not hope to start in, from her social eminence, with anything like a “small informal
party,” without giving offence in too many quarters to be slightingly thought of, or lightly ignored.
His Excellency, a hoary old bachelor, did signify his intention to be present, and with him General Funston,
from Jamaica, inspecting the Local Forces. With the latter was his daughter, who was reputed to be very beautiful,
and as high spirited. Current gossip credited her with never missing a dance which it was practicable for her to
attend; and, to give his young guest pleasure, no doubt, decided His Excellency in extending his semi-Viceregal
patronage to the function. General Funston’s daughter had carried many of her father’s glittering A.D.C.’s\fn
{Aide-de-camps} to trouble; but her heart remained her own; and her father was as proud, as sure of her.
*
The night came at last; and there was nothing to be desired in the way of success—save to Marion’s own little
plans. As a hostess, she was resplendent: her plump alabaster arms, glittering under countless lights, were a sight
to make men envious of Walton. Her ample bosom, swelling into graceful curves, would have awakened the
enthusiasm of Canova;\fn{Antonio Canova (1757-1822), Italian neoclassical sculptor} and her head, well poised with the
grace of a silver pheasant, carried its wealth of hair as regally as a diadem. The color and texture of Marion
Walton’s hair, her friends declared, defied description. It was wavy and of that sheen of raven so rarely met in
pure-blooded Europeans, yet often found in colonial families—a sure index of some negro-blooded ancestor. Of a
type which in old Colonial days would have been called Octoroon or Quadroon, and possibly carried some social
ostracism if known, these women, in grace and loveliness, surpass their pure-blooded sisters by streets. Today
they all pass for white, and none are the worse or the wiser for it.
General Funston’s daughter herself could trace her ancestry with ease to a manumitted slave of mixed blood;
and, this ancestry may, peradventure,\fn{ Perhaps; an archaic term} have accounted for her inordinate love of dancing;
for these children of mixed blood are emotional to an extreme degree. Yet, with it all, in this assembly of fair
women she glittered and shone like a star among the best of them. The luster and sparkle of her eyes had been
many a man’s undoing, and her charm and grace had been household words on whatever station her war-scarred
father had served. For, losing her mother at an early age, she had stood by him and marched with every beat of
drum from country to country, and from field base to field base.
Nor was Marion Walton any exception to the beauty and grace of this type of woman. Few men could look on
her unmoved. What wonder if she found herself placed perpetually amidst a cavalcade of devoted admirers.
Walton being one of those good-natured men who are pleased, not wounded, by the admiration excited by their
wives.
Under such circumstances what time could she find to devote to her brother’s match-making? She did her best,
and introduced him here and there: but of what avail? Her husband was out of the running as an ally to her: his
mere presence in “the boy’s” company being enough to depress the atmosphere; and, wise man, he stayed out.
One of poor Marion’s “lovely sisters” had been early monopolized by the gay and glittering A.D.C. to His
Excellency the Governor; and his fate was later sealed with great satisfaction to the high contracting parties, but a
good deal less to “the gods” of the upper circle. Even rumored was it that he had earned the Governor’s
displeasure: and, certainly, his job knew him no more, after a little while. The other sister caught hard on with a
youthful Barrister-at-Law, who, fresh from his Inn and the winning of his first laurels in the local Courts, lost his
heart and liberty to Mrs. Walton’s second weapon; and, bold buccaneer that he was, he stood not upon the order of
his dancing, so left his fair partner little chance to further their hostess’s schemes.
*
Meanwhile Edwin Hamilton was of the throng yet “out of it.” Rusty in his dancing; temperamentally unsuited
to frivolities, he was poor company at best to the majority of boys and girls. Lacking intimacy with most of the
former, Edwin felt almost in a state of boycott; cheaper ones regarded him as a “penniless overseer” with none of
the possibilities of equally penniless Civil Servants, or youths of commerce, regarded from a matrimonial
standpoint.\fn{Remember, Edwin is not Walton’s son, but his wife’s brother, and so has no essential claim to inherit anything of the
sugar-magnate’s fortune} Such being the unfair conditions under which overseers exist and move and have their
being, that half of their wages are docketed and paid over to their managers, as board allowance, against which
the overseer has neither voice nor right to be heard. By the time an overseer has spent the morning of his days,
and reached a management, his economic status has changed visibly; he in turn preys on other overseers, and he
may then marry or be sought in marriage. But then, as likely as not, he has reached the sere and yellow time of
life and has also formed “connections” which cannot be lightly thrown off; connections which accommodated
themselves to the status of his “morning,” but of a class which no self-respecting chaperone can regard but with
disgust. Therefore, on the whole, is it voted that overseers as a class must be turned down. Little cause for
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comment is it then, that most that is best and cleanest, in intellect and capacity, in young colonial life carefully
eschew the calling of a planter; and the colony and the “profession” are poorer accordingly.
What wonder then that before the night was half started Edwin was heartily sick of it all. His heart did beat a
fraction or two faster when General Funston’s daughter was borne past him by her cavalcade of admirers, and her
glittering eyes rested on him for more than a moment. Her quick sense of perception had readily noted the lonely
pensive stranger within the gates; and her tender heart had gone out to him in sympathy. Her glance must have
conveyed it all, for Edwin felt a burning desire to get near her. Then, as he looked after her and noted the group of
men around the brilliant colonial, a bitterness seized him: full throated and oppressive; and he sighed for the life
of the city; for fair women, and intellectual men, who could think of something beyond the varying degrees of
emptiness of a gin flask, or the willful obstinacy of a riding mule.
He saw hanging on the sweep of Miss Funston’s trailing drapery a junior class clerk of the Civil Service, of
good family: but neither family nor income, if his board allowance were considered, one whit better than his own;
he saw a young Inspector of the semi-military police, all too conscious of his spurs: with an income of as
microscopic a nature as his own; then a young medico with a ditto-ditto income, and a high Church dignitary with
a large and ample income, but a ditto-ditto wife.
In a second it all passed: longing, and bitterness, and all; as he thought of Mendel and Quelch—as yet
unknown much beyond the confines of Demerara plantations; of Darwin and the natural selection of species; and,
inevitably, of Bibi the fair skinned daughter of the Afridi immigrant: her indeed of whom his sister thought and
spoke, as the “little bare-toed immigrant.” Why he should think of her at that stage, he gave little heed; because,
certainly, Rapfuller’s conclusions about matrimony had not yet taken form in Edwin’s mind. Then, last of all, he
thought of his sister: that sister who to him had been as a little mother; and as he thought, she gave being to his
thoughts, and appeared in the flesh before him; having given temporary slip to her crowd of admirers.
“Well, boy,” she greeted “how are you enjoying yourself and what are you doing?”
“Quite a crowd of questions, Sis,” he replied. “Tell you the truth, I was never great on these city functions; and,
if I had not received a hint from ‘Old Raps’ that , J. J. would have been annoyed, I assuredly had backed out of
your great fight.”
“Oh, Edwin,” she cried, “I do wish you would give up your bizarre way of thinking of things,” this with a
sharp double entendre, pointed one way at the Afridi’s daughter. “This thing is not a fight, even though I may be a
fright.”
“No, no, you are not that,” gallantly replied her brother, who carried devotion and worship of his sister to
extremes, “but I do wish I was out of it all: fight, plight, or fright; I only feel like Right.”
“Nonsense,” cried his sister, “you must dance. Will you not dance if I get you a partner?”
“Dance,” he answered mischievously, “oh yes, I will dance: if I stood a chance of getting one with General
Funston’s daughter.”
“Of all the cheek!” was all Marion could gasp. Then she added:
“Why, boy, you should have got in that game very early if you wanted a dance with her. Anyway, I will see
what I can do with one of her partners.”
“Oh, don’t, don’t,” cried Edwin, “I am not nearly serious.” But his sister was off and away, intent on her
thoughts and intentions.
“The idea,” thought she, “good intentioned as Eloise is, she has nearly broken many a man’s heart: still, if he
falls in love with her, time will be gained, at least.”
Now General Funston’s daughter was as good as she was charming, and when Major Smith, the Deputy
Inspector-General of the aforementioned military police, and devoted knight errant of Mrs. Walton, asked that
young lady to permit him to provide a substitute for himself in the person of young Hamilton, her hostess’ brother,
as he, the D.I.G.,\fn{Deputy-Inspector General} had been suddenly called to certain departmental matters, she readily
agreed, and felt pleased in the idea of the pensive-browed boy opening his heart to a little of the music.
Oh Puck, you spirit of mischief, standing by and twirling your thumbs, you must have shrieked with delight
and cried again:
“What fools these mortals be.”
That dance forged another link in the long chain of tragedy.
*
Let us bridge the intervening dances, and suffice it to say that Edwin was nervous to a degree, when Major
Smith led him to the glittering presence. When the strains of the waltz floated through the room and Eloise
Funston laid her finger tips within his arm, a flood as of mighty waters rushed to his brain, beat at his ears and
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temples, and then his heart stood still. With scarcely growing consciousness he placed his arms around her supple
waist and joined the throng of whirling dancers. Lack of practice: the touch of a charming woman, whom he more
than admired, close to his bosom, all went to upset him, made him ill at ease, and put him out of step. Never had
he waltzed so miserably in all his life; not even in the most gauche days of his boyhood.
With charming manners his partner sought to set him more at ease with himself; as she readily felt that his
blunders were chiefly due to extreme nervousness. She ventured the opinion that the crowded room did not lend
itself to perfect dancing, and, later, that the band occasionally seemed to lose all count of time; but the kinder she
became the worse he grew. He knew only too well that the room was not uncomfortably crowded, and that the
perfectly trained band was too well conducted to lose count of time; and, worse, that her excuses were signs and
symptoms of her consciousness of his defects.
Soon their waltzing became nothing but a travesty, and a procession of sorrow. Fortunately, Marion, who had
watched the pair cautiously, saw the trend of affairs and, conveying a hint to the band, brought the waltz to an
untimely but welcome end, at least as far as two of the dancers were concerned.
Then Edwin fled: fled as though he carried the brand of Cain upon his brow: vowing by all the Gods of his
fathers that never another Georgetown function would see him again. Marion sought him in vain: and was left to
explain his early absence to her husband as best she might. For, no one else missed him, except Eloise Funston:
she turned at every passing step to welcome the “pensive browed boy;” but he was instead riding hard for “Never
Out.” For some strange unexplained reason Eloise enquired not for her partner, but looked in silence for him that
cameth not.
When Marion, after the departure of the last guest, found herself alone with her lord she told him, and he
laughed hugely. Laughed as much to see how little progress Marion had made with her matchmaking, as because
he also remembered a similar plight of his own in the long ago; but he said nothing, for the other actor had not
been Marion, but someone of whom she was jealous to that day.
“Marion,” he said finally, “you will have to get after ‘the boy’ again, because you have neither netted nor
apron-stringed him.”
And Marion heaved a sigh of agreement and withdrew.
3
It is not to be supposed that a girl like Bibi could live on any sugar plantation without creating a great deal of
dissension. Nor did she: her charms were too manifest to the most casual observer. The soft clear tint of her skin
proclaimed her parentage to be far beyond that of the average East Indian immigrant, and her plump little form
was an additional cause for the unrest among the male element of Pln.\fn{ Plantation} “Never Out.” Her bold
luminous eyes and strong Caucasian features had brought many men to her feet with all manner of proposals. For,
no matter what may be written to the contrary of the sexual abuses under the present system of emigration from
India to the British Colonies, the fact remains that a woman, under any circumstances, can remain mistress of
herself. True it may be that crooked proposals may carry many advantages to the woman, and possibly to all of
her connections: but that is also true in more or less degree in every walk of life. But, while it is quite true that this
question of sex relations between the various grades of labor is a very vexed one, there is no such question as
forced relations, such as may be imagined under any aggravated system of White Slave Traffic.
This Afridi’s daughter, it could be said with accuracy, had received offers of one kind or another from
practically every able-bodied male on her own plantation—with the exception of Edwin Hamilton—and many
from neighboring plantations. Some of her refusals were curt and scornful: some resolved themselves into
passages of wit and badinage with the proposers—all according to their respective stations. But all bore the same
impress of finality, and all took their refusal with more or less grace, except Abdul Karim, a handsome type of his
species, who occupied a position of driver on Pln. “Never Out.”
Karim was hot-headed and educated above his station. It was even said of him that he indulged in some of the
fancies of advanced Indian Socialism, and, distasteful as this was to the Estate authorities, they had already given
him his rating as a driver, and it was not deemed politic to disrate him, until they had a more serviceable peg to
hang a reason on. He alone of all the rejected suitors put in words the general feeling of all, and that was, that she
was favored of the Sahib Hamilton, hence her stubborn refusal of all overtures. Indeed the temper of his metal and
his intense jealousy led him to make accusations that were wholly unwarranted. He clothed possibilities with the
bitterness of fact, and boldly accused her of living in hidden relationship with Edwin.
The warrior spirit of generations of Afridis, which coursed through her father’s veins sprang into being in the
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daughter’s. Without a moment’s warning Bibi flew at the throat of her accuser and before Karim had time to
recover he was stretched full length on the earthen floor of the little hut which old Singh had made his home.
There could be little doubt about the ultimate outcome of such a struggle; but old Singh, arriving on the scene
immediately, put an end to what must have otherwise terminated very disastrously for the woman: for these
primitive natures exhibit none of the chivalry which is usually found in more developed minds, where a struggle
with a woman is concerned.
Karim thereupon took his departure, swearing vengeance on Edwin—not the woman. This occurrence took
place quite a week before the dance referred to in the previous chapter, and was common property all over the
estate; clothed in every variety of fantastic detail. Those who know the East Indian character will readily realize
how prone they are to romance around every conceivable subject. Indeed it may be said that “to lie” is the East
Indian immigrant’s vital breath. But when it is considered that he is the child of centuries of tyranny and
oppression: when it is remembered that lying and chicanery are perhaps the only weapons available to the
defenceless and the bitterly oppressed; we may perhaps spare a tear for this failing of his race.
Through all these wars and rumors of wars, Edwin, it might be said. heard of them least of all. His handsome
pensive face stilled the idle jest, and froze the would-be spoken confidence at its source. And, “the Amir,” as the
old Afridi was generally known, half in respect and half in chaff,\fn{ Jest} who alone may have ventured on the
subject, had pledged himself and daughter to secrecy, at least as far as Edwin was concerned.
Like similar cases in every walk of life, Edwin was alone blind to his favor with the “little bare-toed”
immigrant. While the whole plantation voted that he had but to ask to receive, and some even affected to believe
the bitter accusations of Karim, Edwin alone remained diffident, and, indeed, careless of prowess in that direction.
Thus his relationship with the cause of all this trouble and unrest had never progressed beyond the casual
friendship so accurately stated by old Rapfuller.
Edwin, as a matter of fact, even abhorred the loose relationships practiced all around him by his fellow
overseers, despite Immigration circulars and all the dangers incidental to flouting them. It must not be assumed,
however, that Edwin gave no thought to the fair Afridi; but never had he yet considered her either with a view to
irregular association, or yet of matrimony. Many a night had he thought how ill-suited every immigrant on the
estate was to become the husband of this refined girl of the hills; for refined she was, even though she was baretoed and worked like Ruth in the fields. When once the evil in him had whispered to try his fortune with her in an
irregular association, his innate chivalry, and the thought of her father’s humble dignity, stopped him; and finally
he put the thought from him in the firm belief that she would have none of it; even though he made the proposal
ever so temptingly. When on another occasion some imp of himself, as he called it, had hinted to him to marry the
girl boldly, he had laughingly put the thought from him with the mental comment that “he was not quite prepared
to make a fool of himself.”
If, thought he, they were thousands of miles away from his relations or associations; or in the bosom of some
impenetrable jungle or mountain fastness, where he could live and die unknown, then perhaps he could think of a
worse fate than Bibi as a wife. But in British Guiana, with his immediate associations: with his sister, and his
close sense of local feeling on the subject of “color” marriages, the idea could not be entertained.
When he had heard of the rumored removal, of “the Amir” and his daughter from “Never Out,” Edwin did so
with mixed feelings. Sometimes he would rejoice and be glad of heart, for it would solve in one way his interest
in the daughter by cutting off all intercourse between them. At another he would be sorrowful, and sad of heart: he
reasoned with himself that he was fervently sorry for the old man; and thereto he traced his sorrow. For the old
man it meant new associations: new friends to be made, and only God knew what sort of a task-master for his
daughter. As the old man said, frequently, for himself it did not matter, for he had been accustomed to much: but
at least at “Never Out” he had never had occasion to complain about the treatment of his daughter; and she was
the apple of his eye and as the breath to his nostrils. Later on, again, Edwin would hope that other counsels would
prevail against the threatened removal, for rumors and agitators had been busy, and the temper of the immigrants
had grown ugly on the subject.
Nor had Abdul Karim been idle during these days; he secretly hoped that time would be his successful ally, and
consequently viewed with grave apprehension the removal of the “the Amir” and his daughter to far beyond his
reach. Still as a “driver” on the Estate he had to preach his doctrines with care and caution, lest the authorities
should gather wind of his machinations, and dismiss him from his lucrative employment—lucrative in more ways
than one: for to prey upon the laborers under them is the perquisite of the “driver.” All must pay tribute for favors
past or to come: the men must pay with silver, or service, and the women in pain and person: and so has it been
for generations.
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Karim, to serve his ends, did not hesitate to advance it, as secretly as he could, that transfers were being
invented to prevent the immigrants from acquiring independence; for sacrifices of provision beds and even of
stock have to be made at each transfer. “The Amir” had provision beds and his industry and influence had excited
the envy of the Sahibs. Went he also further and, with the native chicanery of his race, completely reversed his
former accusation against Edwin and “the Amir’s” daughter. Now he alleged that this particular removal was also
influenced by the Sahib Hamilton who had worked it through his relationship with the “big Sahib” (Walton) in
order to spite “the Amir,” because his daughter would not agree to his improper advances.
All these doctrines did he advance, as suited the temper of his immediate hearers, and neither were they
without result. There are no people so easily inflamed as the ignorant, and none so susceptible to the teachings of
a prophet as those in an alien country or serving under bondage.
*
Such then was the state of affairs and feeling on Pln. “Never Out” on the afternoon of the day on which Edwin
left the Estate, and set out to face the music and tread the mill at his sister’s city fight.
When Edwin fled at midnight from the ballroom of his sister’s handsome city residence he had but one thought
—to get as far as ever he could from Georgetown and all it held, and that immediately. The first thing that caught
his eye, as he emerged from the lower verandah was a motor bicycle:\fn{ Not a motorcycle, but the ancestor of its modern
counterpart, which became a commercial feasibility in England in the first decade of the 20 th century; a picture of one in use in Australia
exists in W, dated to “not long after the start of the 20 th century”:H} evidently left there by one of the revelers who had

apparently selected that method of making an early exit and getting to his destination, probably some distance
away, without much trouble. Edwin stood not on the order of the proprieties, for in the frame of mind in which he
found himself he would have, without hesitation, appropriated the war chariot of Julius Caesar himself; so it did
not take him long to appropriate that lonely motor bicycle and head it for “Never Out.”
Opening his valve and throttle to the full, he just raced out of the City. Fortunately, at that time of night, traffic
in Georgetown had practically ceased, and Edwin reached the East Coast Road without misadventure from his
reckless riding. The violent exercise of the motor and the need for alert attention soon called Edwin from his
obsession back to earth, and, as he cleared the suburbs of the city of his disgrace, as he put it, he slowed down to a
more even pace and gave rein to his thoughts.
After all, thought he, an overseer was utterly out of place in the social world: he had not felt so uncomfortable
as he did that night, even long before he danced with Eloise Funston, for a mighty long time. He confessed to
having felt himself a distinct species from every other fellow in the room. There were some half-a-dozen fellows
that he had chummed it with in their boyhood days, yet they had been as far from him as any of the others. There
were two rollicking fine girls with whom he had come back on the Mail Steamer from England. As he
remembered the joyous time they all three had experienced at sea, his heart turned to bitterness when he
remembered how coldly they had taken his advances that night, what time he sought to take up the camaraderie in
which they had all parted a year ago.
Poor Edwin! He saw that all around him there were economic notice boards warning all and sundry that as a
social factor, either in marriage possibilities or entertaining probabilities—except with an occasional bunch of
swizzles—his class was out of it.
Soon his thoughts wandered to matrimony and he wondered how, even were his financial prospects changed,
could he think of attempting to transplant one or any of those “foreign species” to his own atmosphere. He
concluded that it would be cruelty to the “foreign species,” as well as to himself. Inevitably at this stage, his train
of thought led him to Bibi.
How vastly different, in every particular, to the “species” he had just run from. Against the bold costumes of
the dancers, as shown in every phase that night, he thought of the graceful simple folds of the East Indian’s: so
scanty, yet modestly covering her literally from her head to her heels. He thought of the artificial grins and high
pitched voices of the ballroom, and compared them with the frank and heart-to-heart laugh of the fair Afridi, and
her musical lisping of “the Sahib Hamilton.”
“In the name of God,” he gasped aloud. “Why cannot one do as he likes.”
Certainly he had again rejected the suggestion which had returned to him with a definite insistence; but he did
so now less contemptuously than he had ever done before. Indeed it may be questioned whether he had, on this
occasion, rejected the suggestion, or merely dismissed the subject.
It so fell out that, about the time when he rejected the suggestion, or dismissed the subject, as the reader wills,
he had reached the confines of the Estate and was heading it straight for his quarters, when he noticed that some
of the laborers’ ranges seemed to be keeping rather late hours, as evidenced by the moving lights. Intent however
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on picking his way along the road, ill-lit and shaded by overhanging trees, he gave not another thought to the
subject but dismissed it without even mental comment.
On reaching the verandah of his own quarters, however, he made more than mental comment; for there did he
see the living embodiment of his own most recent thoughts: the grave faced old Afridi and his fair skinned
daughter! Accustomed to many things, and to rumors of yet more, this “took some beating:” he nevertheless
cloaked his surprise in a cheerful “Good-night,” and asked them to be seated. He thereupon hunted from its place
a pitcher of milk and drew himself a glass. A supply of milk he always kept handy, but this glass he drew and
proceeded to drink as much because he was thirsty as to gain time for thought. Had the old man gone daft with his
troubles, or—unthinkable—had he fallen so low that he would imitate the custom of many, and had brought his
daughter to traffic for some concession, privilege or favor. The fear was bitter and gave him a sensation of nausea.
Could she have consented, or had the object of the mission, if such it were, been disguised from her? Could he
under any circumstances turn them loose and drive them, perhaps, to some less scrupulous trafficker?
“My God,” he commented under his breath, “what a night of horrors” and then he turned to face his visitors.
“Well, old man,” he began, “you are out late tonight. What has gone wrong? Driver giving your house to
somebody else? or what?”
“Sahib,” replied the old man, “I have waited for your return for many hours.” His voice was musical and he
spoke with a correctness of diction that was remarkable.
“The driver will indeed give my house to another man, for the “big Crosby” has spoken, and the paper has
arrived which drives me away. The Sahib, my friend, will know how bitter it is that I leave everything. My cow
and kine can walk the journey with me, but my rice field that I worked long and patiently upon, when the rains
came not, must I leave; and my provision bed must I also forsake. I have done nothing, oh Sahib, my friend, yet
when I ask why am I driven away to whither I may not choose, I am told merely it is the ‘big Crosby’s’ will,
against which nothing can prevail.”
Edwin listened patiently to the old man’s tale of woe, then he answered with his heart yearning in two opposite
directions:
“But old man, perhaps all will be for the best. You will make new friends, and perhaps better ones, at the new
place. And then what can I do? As you rightly say, against the will of the Big Crosby who can prevail?” Then
answered the wily old Afridi:
“Against the will of the big Crosby nought can prevail. But the big Crosby, [though] he the Lord of all, can be
influenced. The very big Sahib is in favor with the big Crosby and a word spoken is a word of weight: you Sahib,
my friend, are in favor much with the very big Sahib, for she of your blood comforts him, and is the light of his
household, therefore a good word from you turneth away wrath. For this have I waited these many hours, until my
daughter, weary of waiting came to seek me.”
“Old man,” gently urged Edwin, “blood relations are not always in friendship, and neither are those whose ties
are marriage. I fear that I could help you little in the direction you desire. I will however see to it that you suffer
very little, if at all, for your rice and provision beds.” Then the old Afridi spake again:
“Sahib,” he said, “all the treasure I have is my daughter. Cows can I buy again with the silver of my labor. Rice
fields can I plant again with the sinews of my arms, but she is the jewel of my eye, and the apple of my heart. She
is the moon of my delight, and the star of my morning. She speaks to me with the voice of her mother, and in her
eye there dances the love light of my youth. Yet with all this my heart is heavy within me, for I have heard evil of
the new estate. The head overseer and the head driver are men of evil minds, and those under them readily do
their bidding and follow their example: the little Crosby also dwells within their doors and finds no evil in them.
Twice have I fled from mine enemies, and I would do so again but I am a ‘bound coolie’ and may not depart. Oh
Sahib, if I am tempted to strike and take vengeance for any evil to me or mine, the law is against me and will
punish heavily.”
At that moment Edwin Hamilton felt his heart leap from its socket. and his hands grow cold: then the truth
dawned upon him; for he was suddenly seized with the fierce, savage jealousy of the male animal: his instinct
primeval and unbidden, was to kill—whom he knew not, but anyone, from the big Crosby himself, down, who
dared to suborn the graceful young woman sitting in his presence, into an unwelcome or repulsive embrace.
Violently, the hitherto unnoticed and along subdued passion, blazed in his heart and challenged his reason. Then
came the question to him: Could he love a “bare-toed” immigrant? Gradually he felt every bulwark of convention,
and every ligament of tradition, crumbling and rending away from him. Generations of thought and prejudice: his
sister’s alarm, and his patrons’ sneers, all he felt idle and futile. Thus, alone he stood, as it were, naked and empty
handed before the altar of his great love, for the truly beautiful Asiatic, who sat at his table shading her eyes from
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the rays of the rude lamp which was all the ornament boasted by Edwin’s room, and the decision came, final and
overwhelming.
4
Edwin had made a stupendous leap in yielding his heart to the attractions of the Afridi’s daughter. Other men
of his class had indeed married East Indian immigrants before, but, either as a matter of convenience or
expediency, and mostly in the evening of their days. Some, as the result of irregular association with these
women, had grown up daughters, born of these unions, to whom, having reared them with every culture and
refinement expensive schools and pensions could give, they found it pleasing and advisable to give the additional
cachet of legitimacy, by marrying their mothers. Some others, again, threatened with some far-reaching
Immigration Department circular on the subject of immoral relations with female immigrants, had found it
advisable to seek defence or refuge in matrimony, usually long after every social avenue had been closed to them.
But here was a young man—an Englishman by traditions and upbringing, and, even to the accident of his birth,
which happened to synchronize with one of his mother’s visits to the old country—while to all intents and
purposes, on the threshold of his career, with the entrée to the most exclusive circles, and a future with scarce any
limitations, taking a step that he knew would alienate his relatives and astound his friends, without even the
excuse of a circular or the defence of old age.
How his sister would take an affair of this sort: how he was to face her husband—his patron and benefactor—
he gave himself no time to think. Obsessed by the occurrences at his sister’s ball, depressed by the social and
economic conditions of his calling, he felt only the freedom and the liberty of an outcast. All his innate chivalry
roused by Abdullah Singh’s tale of woe: his sense of beauty of form and feature, and his animal passion, long held
in leash, intoxicated by the graceful pose of the woman whom he now knew that he loved to distraction—all
drove Edwin to the leap. Throwing discretion to the winds, he vowed his future to a life of sacrifice in the
protection of the now cheerless and unhappy girl; for, he knew only too well, that with such a step his own life
would be infinitely rougher and harder to bear than even hers might have been did he leave events to take their
course.
Nor would she necessarily have to share any of the hardships or annoyances with which he may be beset. As
his wife she would know none of his friends, therefore would suffer from none of their adverse opinions or
prejudices. In his own case he knew well enough what he would have to face if he ventured into any social
circles: but here the life of an overseer stood him in good stead. There were neither social amenities, nor social
leaders in overseer life, so at least he would have peace in that direction.
Seemingly justified by these thoughts and ennobled by the sense of martyrdom, Edwin laid his hand upon
Abdullah’s shoulder, and calling him by his familiar form of address, said:
“Old man, have no fear. Your daughter shall be safe from harm. I pledge myself to you that she will not leave
“Never Out;” and, perhaps, I might also be able to save your transfer.”
“You, the Sahib my friend, are wise,” replied Singh. “but how will you bring these things to pass, since you
cannot influence ‘the big Sahib’?”
“Well,” said Edwin, “I propose to make it easy for her to stay, and impossible for them to remove her; for I
purpose to make her my wife, if she will consent—that’s all.” Then he whispered to her,
“Come close to me.”
Bibi was not long in the coming; but Abdullah did not readily acquiesce in this startling proposal, for his
worldly wise old heart felt many difficulties in the way: and, he feared the ultimate result of such an ill-sorted
union. In a few moments, however, the girl, unaffected by any artificial coyness, was soon established leaning
against Edwin’s knee whither he had drawn her; for she had long secretly loved “the Sahib Hamilton,” her father’s
frequent guest, although—and as much perhaps, because—he had always treated her with grave and distant
courtesy. She had never worked in his “gang,”\fn{ Of plantation laborers} and therefore had never met him more
frequently than during his visits to her father’s hut; or occasionally on some part of the Estate going to or from
their respective scenes of labor. On such occasions as the latter she had given little more than a coy “Salaam,” and
he had been sometimes moved to greet her in the European mode of lifting his hat; but, apart from looking
ludicrous, he had felt that it would be little understood, and only be the means of subjecting himself to endless
chaff from his brother overseers, so contented himself with a grave-toned “Good morning.”
In view of the old man’s fear and doubts many were the details that had to be settled and the plans to be made.
Long and earnest was the confabulation that ensued. Bibi was bold and shy by turns. At times her full luminous
eyes would look straight into Edwin’s; at others they would be veiled and swept by their long lashes, and Edwin’s
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heart would race the blood through his veins. Her scant yet modest clothing brought every charm of her supple
form into bold relief: the contour and graceful curves of her bosom, as he occasionally drew her closer to him,
would send Edwin’s blood tingling to his finger tips, and the blood of his heart would cry that she was good to
mate with.
*
Before finally closing the interview with his consent the old man said:
“Sahib, my friend, it is wise that you know more of her whom you would take as your wife; and it is meet that
I, her father, should give you knowledge of all concerning her.”
Edwin begged that he would defer the matter as it was drawing near to a day that would be pregnant with
events; for the older man had fully informed Edwin of the cause of the midnight lights, which he had observed on
coming in; and therefore their interview should be brought to a close for some much needed rest; but Abdullah
insisted that what was there to tell should be known at once before he would agree to Edwin’s proposal.
Abdullah’s story in a few words was that his present wife was not his daughter’s mother. His own father had
been a wealthy land owner and had sent him early to Mission School: there he had shown great aptitude and his
father had destined him to a University career. The god Cupid had however, once again, upset all parental plans,
and Abdullah had fallen in love with a Hill Chief’s daughter,\fn{ I.e., a person from one of the so-called hill tribes of Assam,
Nagaland, or Manipur, in extreme north-eastern India } and she had freely reciprocated. The old chief, who looked to his
genealogy with as much punctiliousness as ever they did at Versailles, was mad and for some time the life of
Abdullah Singh had not been worth the purchase.
“That Sahib had been the beginning,” said Abdullah, “of all my troubles; and I would pray you watch carefully
the temptations of an impulsive heart.”
Edwin waved the suggestion aside and asked him to proceed.
Proceeding, Abdullah continued to relate how nothing but the fear of the English Raj had saved his life from
the fierce resentment of the Chief: yet had the Chieftain followed him with persecutions wherever his purse could
reach. He, Abdullah, had fled with his young wife from district to district, but ever the sinister influence had
followed. At last the carefully nurtured girl, after having given birth to a daughter, had succumbed to her cares and
hardships, and the constant anxiety concerning the danger to her husband.
That child had he named Ursula, in memory of his Mission School days; and that child was she whom he now
saw a “bound coolie” in Demerara; and she whom all persons called Bibi. One serving woman who had fled with
her mother and been faithful through it all, he had married after the death of her mistress, to secure her services
for the careful nurturing of the child to whom she was much attached. The persecution of the old Chief had
redoubled year by year, after the death of his daughter, and Abdullah in the hope to finally escape had crossed the
“great black pawnee.”\fn{A note reads: The Atlantic and Indian Oceans}
“But,” he naïvely added, “it would seem that I have escaped one persecution only to be greeted with some
other.”
Edwin was now in better grace with himself and more fully determined than ever to wed the girl, whom he
chaffingly referred to, with more or less truth, as a Ranee and a Princess.
It was now well into the early hours of the morning, and Abdullah made ready to depart and take his daughter
home; but Edwin would not hear of his new found love being taken from him. Common though such practices
were on all Sugar Estates this proposal nearly led to a rupture of friendly relations, for Abdullah was punctilious
regarding his daughter’s honor. Edwin however was obdurate though conciliatory. He claimed to have taken Bibi
to wife [at the] time\fn{ The text has: what time} the old man consented. Of what avail he asked were outward forms
and ceremonies where true men and faithful hearts were concerned? Moreover, on a troublesome day like the
coming one promised to be, what more fitting sanctuary could his wife find than his own quarters: for assuredly
he would not have her run any risks.
At last Edwin set the old man’s fears at rest, as neither was bound by convention and each had the utmost trust
in the other. Thus was the pact agreed upon, and Abdullah took his departure alone. It may be said that doubtful as
Abdullah had been regarding Edwin’s unconventional determination he had not near so much doubt as he would
have experienced with many another European. For as has been earlier shown, Edwin was European even to the
accident of his birth; and, in his veins there ran an admixture of French blood, which his father claimed could be
traced back, through a bar sinister, to the Great Napoleon. This was a truth, and might indeed have accounted for
some of Edwin’s rude republican theories: even the treatment of his betrothed, or bride as he thought her, was no
different from that meted out to an Imperial Princess of the house of Austria by his great forebear at Compiegne,
while she was on her way to the Royal nuptials at St. Cloud.
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Through many a night, as Abdullah had read with Edwin of the species and talked of allied subjects, he had
formed the opinion that Edwin was a man to be bound by no conventions; but that his word could be taken at a
higher premium than the bond of many another man. So he left his daughter and thought no evil.
*
The morning dawned in its full tropical loveliness. It was one of those mornings which seem to pronounce a
benediction of peace on all the world: yet was there more of the curse of war on “Never Out.” The immigrants had
been worked up to resistance point by the machinations of Abdul Karim: and when it was noised abroad that Bibi
had slept in the quarters of the Sahib Hamilton on the night before, many and varied were the comments and
deductions. Some confidently asserted that she had gone to buy the Sahib’s favor, for it was well known that he
claimed close relationship to the “big Sahib” as they called Walton. Some alleged that she was only in hiding and
some others that the old man had sold her along with his other goods and chattels.
Nothing however tended to lessen the determination to resist the police when they came to effect the transfers
of Abdullah and his family; for “transfers” are accorded the distinction of police escort. Whether Abdullah or his
daughter had made virtue of a necessity, or otherwise, had ceased to trouble the immigrants as a body, as it was
now regarded as a matter of high policy, although it may not have so recommended itself to them by name, to
challenge the transfers, in the interest of their common good, irrespective of the old man and what course he had
been forced to adopt; consequently there were many absentees from the cane fields on that day.
Edwin also with much to do that day absented himself from “orders” in the morning, to the great surprise of
old Rapfuller. “Old Raps” knew that Edwin had been to the great function the night before, but then he had never
known Edwin to absent himself under similar circumstances before: he secretly hoped nevertheless that Edwin
had registered his first drunk, despite the evil prognostications of the Boss on the subject. When some very little
while after, the report reached him of Edwin’s seeming moral lache\fn{ Lackness} with the Afridi’s daughter,
Rapfuller was dumbfounded. Could he have been wrong this once, when he told the Boss that “the boy” would
run straight: or had “the first drunk” such disastrous results? Events however moved too rapidly to leave him any
time to philosophize.
Immediately after “orders” Edwin set out to take the steps which he believed would effectually prevent the
removal from the estate of Ursula, to give her rightful name, whom he now regarded as his wife de facto,\fn{In
fact, whether by right or not} and merely sought the necessary formalities to claim her de jure:\fn{By rightful entitlement}
and in this cause the motor bicycle which he had commandeered the night before, stood him in good stead. Riding
from his quarters, he left word that he had gone to the “doctor,” but the doctor was none other than the Rev. Dr.
Talbot, a divine in residence on the outskirts of “Never Out,” who was celebrated for his large-mindedness and
eminent piety. He was a man who saw evil in nothing save uncharitableness in deed, word or thought; but when
Edwin, arriving in the early morning, stated his business he quietly pointed out the impracticability of carrying
through the ceremony that day. No banns having been published, it would be necessary to obtain the Governor’s
License before the ceremony could be performed; and he doubted if the necessary formalities could be got
through to obtain the latter at such short notice.
Here was a set-back Edwin in his utter ignorance of these matters had not expected. The result, however, of a
hurried conference and search among the papers of the reverend gentleman was the discovery of a copy of the
form necessary to obtain the Governor’s fiat. Doctor Talbot in the meantime counseled further consideration of
such an important step; particularly in deference to the great disparity in social standing, in color, etc. Edwin
however reminded the Reverend gentleman that “only those who knew all the circumstance could judge of the
circumstance,” meaning thereby that there was really not so much disparity in their social positions, if Ursula
could take up her rightful place at the court of her grandfather. But Dr. Talbot, thinking it merely a veiled hint of
the usual details in estate life, discreetly held his peace for reasons of delicacy.
In a little while, however, the necessary signatures had been obtained, with the Rev. Dr. Talbot as sponsor for
the good faith of all; and Edwin raced to Georgetown, bearing the, to him, precious document that was to seal his
hopes and dispel his fears.
On reaching the city, he paid the necessary fees and bearded the officials at the Government Secretariat. Here
he was met by the uncompromising attitude that it had been laid down that these documents must be filed at least
forty-eight hours before they were actually required; therefore it would be impossible for the license to be issued
that day. In the midst of a rather heated discussion the Lieut.-Governor and head of the department—who was
temporarily discharging the office of Governor, during one of the periodic absences of the substantive occupant
from the seat of Government—arrived on the scene and quickly learning the essentials of the argument decided
there and then to sign the document if all proved in order.
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Sir Ralph Chisholm was long known throughout all circles as a regular “Jack Blunt” for speeding up processes
and his readiness to oblige; so the now thoroughly disconcerted officials of his department had nothing to do but
prepare the document and get through the necessary formalities; for, as so far as legality was concerned, all was in
order with Edwin’s application. Meanwhile, Sir Ralph, leaning on the edge of his chief clerk’s desk, chatted freely
with the applicant. Half a Fabian, he was ever ready to practice, if not to preach, many of its doctrines.\fn{ Which
among other things believed in the complete equality of male and female irrespective of race or economic status; in which, of course, the
Fabian Society was light-years ahead of almost everybody in the world at that late-Victorian time } So he saw no sin in the marriage

of Edwin Hamilton to Ursula Singh, whoever she may be—though evidently East Indian. The document being
shortly presented, Sir Ralph affixed his signature, and with a cheery wish of good luck handed it to Edwin and
passed out.\fn{Of the office, away in a lordly manner on some other important business, is meant }
*
Meanwhile, events at “Never Out” were at no standstill. The arrival of the police sent to effect the transfers
was the signal for an immediate and hostile demonstration on the part of the immigrants. There was no mistaking
its tenor: the transfers were not to be permitted, and force was to be met by force. Abdullah was allowed very little
say in the matter. The solitary posse of policemen deemed discretion the better part of valor and forthwith retired
to the village station to report the state of affairs. The native noncommissioned officer of the semi-military police,
who sat in authority at the station, affected to be astounded at the report:
“These coolies,” he declared, “are forgetting themselves every day, and something will have to be done.”
Suiting his action to his word, he proceeded to act as becomes one in authority; he wired his divisional officer:
UNRULY ELEMENT AT NEVER OUT OBSTRUCTION
AM PROCEEDING TO EFFECT ARRESTS. xxxxxxxxxx
And with this mission in view he detailed half a dozen men, under his own command, “to make arrests” and
then clothed his next in seniority with the Recessary authority to act in command during his absence. Poor feeble
man, yet a good example, and typical police officer, of the best native police force in the world.
Rapfuller had also promptly wired to Walton and the divisional officer of Police, and each had in turn
communicated with the “big Crosby” and the Inspector General of Police; for the temper of the immigrants had
been well described by Rapfuller as “ugly.” As a result of these steps the divisional chief of police was directed to
converge with armed force on the nearest station, and an additional force of the same nature was ordered to
converge in support of the division.
All things were ordered to the scale of a small war, as some recent experience—experience, that was, alas, to
become only too frequent—had proved that in dealing with immigrants the most dire consequences have to be
feared and provided against. In due course His Excellency the Governor was notified, and it may be said that the
whole executive and administrative force of the Government of British Guiana was called into action, and issues
moved into being which few could determine: and why?
Because one heart had cooed to its mate, and that mate was bare-toed: her skin was not ivory, and she bound
up the sheaves of the field.
5
In Edwin’s ride back to Dr. Talbot’s nothing can be found to record: he indeed had time to think, but his hand
was already to the plough and there could be no turning back. On reaching the reverend gentleman’s house he
succeeded in inducing that worthy cleric to accompany him back to “Never Out,” and there perform the
ceremony.
Edwin and Dr. Talbot arrived at “Never Out” about the same time as the plucky native non-commissioned
officer and his half-a-dozen men. With the approach of this second posse of Police the people had worked
themselves into a fine frenzy, and Edwin therefore deemed it advisable to put in an appearance and see what he
could do, by good counsel and the explaining of the steps he proposed to take, towards reconciling them to what
they were taught to regard as the will of the “big Crosby;” or at least to keep them from violence; meanwhile he
effected the, to him, great coup. His appearance however on the scene was the signal for a more hostile
demonstration yet. His feeble knowledge of their language. and his failure to secure immediately an interpreter
who would be listened to by the people, strangled all his efforts at their birth.
Abdul Karim, seeing the superiority of numbers over the police and the absence of rifles or other arms, felt
now that he had his rival in his grasp and openly incited the immigrants to drive the “black dogs” off the estate.
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Edwin, he pointed out, as the cause of all their undoing, and frantically urged them to make short work of him: but
Edwin had been hitherto a general favorite and the people hesitated to carry, at least, that portion of Karim’s
directions into effect. Karim, maddened by this hesitancy, openly threatened Edwin, and, armed with a villainous
double-handed stick, made for him: by good fortune however, and the feeling aforesaid, Edwin made good his
escape; the police thereupon decided to effect the arrest of Karim for his violence and threats.
Edwin had no sooner effected his escape than he decided that the deferred ceremony must be forthwith
performed, if it was to be of any effect in preventing bloodshed and staying the process of the law.
The police in the meantime proceeded to carry out their determination to arrest Karim. He, however, was a
man strong of will and withers, and laid low the unlucky policeman who approached him for that purpose:
immediately the entire force stormed the East Indian, and after a brief, furious struggle he was manacled and
handcuffed. The immigrants, in doubt for the moment, had watched the struggle without interference. Bereft of
their intellectual leader, they stood undecided and uncertain how to act until a young fellow, forcing himself to the
front called upon them, loudly and with enthusiasm, to “rescue the driver.”
This sudden seizing of the vacant leadership, together with the enthusiasm of the speaker, acted like magic on
the throng: in an instant the air was thick with flying missiles of every description; burnt earth and broken bottles;
decaying vegetables and discarded bits of agricultural implements: all came hurtling through the air. There could
be no question as to what course the police had to take, and they retired slowly on the manager’s house. This
movement being interpreted by the immigrants as a sign of weakness, and an abandonment of policy, further
electrified them and the missile throwing was converted into an ugly rush, in which the handful of police,
encumbered with a resisting prisoner, found itself hopelessly enmeshed.
The work of rescue was thereupon easily effected and the mishandled police, offering an occasional effective
resistance, for they are a crowd of stalwarts, standing well in their socks, soon reached their objective of cover.
Here were now gathered some of the staff fully armed with repeating rifles and revolvers, and a show of these
brought the now thoroughly excited immigrants to a halt; and, though some wild spirits among them clamored
and gesticulated for more aggressive tactics, the mob sullenly retired, bearing in triumph the rescued “driver.”
Karim, the half-budding socialist, now urged upon the crowd the demolishing of the telephone and telegraph
wires, and, nothing suiting the temper of his audience better than counsels of destruction, “Never Out” was soon
in complete isolation from the outside world.
All was now excitement. Reinforcements were being momently looked for. The remainder of the staff made
their way by various paths to the manager’s house, and loyal local natives were being urged, from the factory and
fields and surrounding domestic quarters, to concentrate at the point of defence. Futile efforts were then made to
telegraph to the Inspector General of Police, but the silver wires were silent: nevertheless that good man had made
his dispositions, and the tramp of armed men was moving steadily in every direction in obedience to his
command: for, even as he had deployed men from his central station to support the threatened division, so had he
also to call in, from other directions, supports to re-create reserves at his head-quarters.
In the meantime, amidst all these alarms, within the four bleak walls of his cabin Edwin was being indissolubly
joined in Holy Matrimony to the Afridi’s daughter, around whom raged all this clash of arms. The completion of
the ceremony was about co-incident with the arrival of Walton, the District Immigration Agent (“Little Crosby”)
the Immigration Agent General (“Big Crosby”) and the armed posse of Police, twenty strong, under their
European divisional officer; all of the latter in service kit\fn{ In uniform} and marching order, with twenty rounds of
ball ammunition per man. The military force even included its Army Service Corps, for with it came arms and
ammunition for the non-commissioned officer and his men who had come, as it were, in a civil matter.
As Edwin bade adieu to Dr. Talbot, he saw the armed men, and laughingly remarked that his was a military
wedding, though he had no Cathedral Church for them to line the aisle.
“Aye, my son,” answered the venerable prelate. “But, never forget that you have a Cathedral Church in the
sanctity of your new made home. And, see to it accordingly.”
Saying which, he took his departure, and Edwin concluded that the time had now come for him to make his
great master move on Walton and the assembled officials.
Edwin’s absence all this while, and now his sudden appearance at headquarters, was the subject for much
comment. His compromising conduct with a female immigrant had been promptly advised, and guardedly
discussed. The “Well, Sir!” of Walton gave fitting expression to the feeling of all.
Edwin immediately asked for a private interview with his patron, and this was reluctantly, though promptly,
given.
*
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As soon as they had withdrawn into an inner room, Walton repeated his former “Well, Sir!” adding on this
occasion,
“I have had very disconcerting reports about your recent conduct and hope you can now give a thorough
explanation: for you must surely know what conduct of that nature means.”
Truth to tell Walton had not shared the general opinion of Edwin, but rather secretly hoped, and even believed,
that there must be some foolish quixotic excuse which he would readily be able to get accepted by the “big
Crosby,” when once the family had been successfully removed.
“I will beg of you, sir,” replied Edwin, “that you forget any conduct of mine, and instead consider the request I
am making bold to put forward.”
“Well, Sir,” again, was all ‘Honest John’ could find himself uttering.
“I have come to ask you, Sir, to reconsider your decision to have the Singh family removed from the Estate,
and to get the police to desist from further action in the matter, so that bloodshed may be averted.”
“Your request,” Walton replied, “is, I consider, the most brazen piece of impertinence it has been my
misfortune to hear, I think indeed,” he continued, “you presume far too much on the ties and connections between
us. You forget, the relationship that must exist, within the confines of “Never Out,” between you and me, is that of
overseer and attorney. Apart from the question to which you refer,” he proceeded, “any communications from you
to me must be through your manager; and I am surprised at your whole conduct in this matter.”
Edwin stomached his resentment, for he felt keenly references at any time to his home ties, as influencing his
conduct, and replied as calmly as he could.
“Again, Sir, please forget my relationship to you, or even the position I occupy on this Estate, and think me
merely a well wisher of the Sugar industry and of Immigration. I cannot therefore view lightly the prospects, and
even the ultimate effect, of the coming conflict between the police and the people: and I see no way out of it but
the cancelment of the transfers.”
Walton now fairly fumed with rage.
“The idea,” he almost shouted, “of your daring to tell me of your ‘views’ and ‘opinions’ and ‘well wishes.’ To
the devil with them all. Your conduct, and yours alone, Sir, is the cause of all this trouble today. I will, moreover,
be damned, Sir, if I am going to be ruled by any puling preachers or truculent immigrants. The police have their
duty to perform, and if conflict there must be, then, damn it all, let conflict be: and their blood be upon their own
heads.”
Edwin was surprised at the vehemence, though he had somewhat expected this tornado. But the visible
twitching of Walton’s lip gave warning to neither.
“I had hoped, Sir,” Edwin proceeded, “to have made this communication under different circumstances, but I
now have to state, simply—and I hope that time will soften your disapproval—that I married Singh’s daughter an
hour ago this morning.”
“Honest John” was not sure he heard aright: or was the word ‘marriage’ used only in its courtesy sense to
cover what already had been told to him. Drawing closer to “the boy,” his whole manner changing, he laid a hand
on his shoulder, and asked simply and gently:
“You have done what?”
“I have got married, Sir. Really married: an hour ago: by special license, to Singh’s daughter.”
Walton’s hand fell from Edwin’s shoulder and he turned to go: flaccid in reaction: a defeated and disappointed
man. An unsteadiness of gait attracted Edwin’s attention but before he could reach his patron “the big man” had
crumbled heavily to the ground with a gurgling guttural sound. The intense excitement, overwrought blood
pressure, and sudden reaction had done their work, and Walton was out of action.
Thoroughly alarmed Edwin hastily summoned assistance, and the throng in the adjoining room rushed in to
find Walton, who a few minutes before stood among them, the man of power, now lying prone in a seizure of
some sort.
Hurried messengers were dispatched in every direction, and these went unmolested, for the immigrants with
the approach of the armed men had withdrawn within their lines to await the now expected attack of the Police.
Edwin, on being asked, proceeded to give his explanation of all that had taken place; and, at the conclusion,
turning to the Immigration Agent General said:
“And I trust, Sir, you will now see the necessity of canceling the transfers: at least as far as Singh’s daughter—
my wife—is concerned.”
“Necessity of canceling,” echoed the I.A.G. “I don’t see it. You are a free agent and can follow her if you
choose. With your marriage I have no concern, save to remark that I do not know how it came to be performed
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without my consent in writing. However, that will form the subject of a separate enquiry. I shall, however,
certainly not cancel the transfers. What I have ordered I have ordered.”
Saying which the great bureaucrat turned on his heels. Edwin followed him protesting.
“But Sir,” he said, “she is my wife and the law gives me control over her actions, and the right, if needs be, of
defending her by force.”
“That may be,” replied the ‘big Crosby,’ “but if you feel inclined to marry a woman under obligations to a third
party, such a marriage obviously cannot cancel that obligation; and, so far as the third party is concerned, his
rights remain intact. In a word, Sir, your wife is under bond to her indentures.”
*
Edwin was dumbfounded. Not that he regretted the step: but his effort to stop bloodshed seemed now futile,
and for his wife to be the bond servant of some coarse taskmaster was unthinkable. There was but one man to
whom he could turn for counsel and that was Murray, a fellow overseer, and a character unto himself, of mixed
color; though not enough of white to pass, like Edwin, Eloise Funston, etc., for the original. He was unmistakably
colored.
And it is fitting to here divert on the use of the word “colored.” In the United States the word colored is used to
designate everything that is not white—a demonstrably indefensible description for a man that is purely and
simply black. On the other hand in old plantation circles in British Guiana and the West Indies a black man is
called a “black man,” and only is a person of pronouncedly mixed coloring of both races—black and white—
referred as “colored,” more particularly when the latter preponderates. This seems an utterly more sensible use of
the word colored: for if a black man may be called colored, then it would also be correct etymologically to call a
white man colored: white, as a color, being created by a combination of the cardinal tints. But since it would be
absurd to call a white or a black dress “colored” so is it also absurd to designate single hued men, of either tint, in
that manner. On the other hand a man or a dress showing a clear blending of colors can accurately be described as
colored. Therefore in the correct respect will the word always be used in this work.\fn{ A note reads: Since writing the
above, the matter has been made the subject of a judicial pronouncement by the Chief Justice of British Guiana }
Murray was versed in the Immigration Law: he spoke Hindi like a native and what he did not know about cane
planting, sugar manufacture and rum distillation it would be difficult to discover. Unhappily he also knew a good
deal about the decanting of rum and other kindred spirits; nevertheless he was of companions and fellows the best.
Yet Murray had never risen to a Management: which was another story, and one of the cankerworms of the sugar
industry. For it is writ large in the ethics of those that control the destinies of the industry that no colored creole
may be appointed to a Management. They may have every qualification under the sun: they may be as able as
Attila: but they may not aspire to such appointments. Attorneys in authority can urge many reasons, and the
consequent necessity for importing young, raw and untrained Europeans to train up for these posts, held in trust
for them: but chief and truest of all is that the intelligent creole does not turn to a planter’s calling until practically
every other door is closed to him; consequently only the failures and those least fitted to govern may be found
among the rank and file of under-overseers. Manifestly therefore these are ineligible for the higher and better paid
offices.
There is undoubtedly great truth in these contentions, yet few seem to stop to analyze the why and the
wherefore of this boycott by an intelligent class of men who have left their stamp of worth, and impress of ability,
on every other walk of life. In the Civil Service they rise with honor to themselves, and without the aid of
nepotism, to the highest posts available. They exercise the very highest functions of the judiciary: in the other
learned professions they are to be found in the very front rank: as great captains of industry and commerce they
wield vast power and influence. Yet is their ability to manage a sugar estate questioned; and it does not seem to
occur to anyone that this boycott of and by them is due to the rotten economic conditions which react on the social
position, even such as it is, of the aspirant to planting honors. Thus, none but those alien to the soil and to the
social amenities of the country, and those who find other doors closed in their faces, are to be found among
planting recruits.
It is no exaggeration to say that the man who elects a planting career sunders all aspiration to his own vine and
fig tree, because of a system which is indefensible from every possible standpoint; save as an addition to the
perquisites of the manager. Yet these managers cannot be considered as ill-paid. Estates can be “cropped,”
abandoned and sent to grass: owners may face the protection and obloquy of the debtor’s court; but sugar estate
managers and attorneys continue to retire with fat fortunes to spend the afternoon of their days in the sublime
atmosphere of temperate climates. The young indentured European regularly imported to fill the constant demand,
through failing of raw material, only half understands the conditions to which he is being drafted; and, did he
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thoroughly understand them the spirit of adventure would probably overweigh every other: for the secret hope of
amassing wealth, and returning to his own social circle a bigger man than he left it, is as strong a factor today as it
ever was. That the best material is not always obtained is only too apparent in the wastrels so frequently met with
in the colony’s industrial life.
Murray belonged to a class who, having made an early failure, are the better for it ever after. He knew he was
now enmeshed in the calling in which he found himself: he could not go back, because that would mean starting
life afresh from the bottom of the ladder: he could not go forward because of the well known bar to further
progress. What wonder then that, cut off from all social intercourse, with the four bare walls of his cabin staring
him in the face from 5 p.m., when he left his work, to 5 a.m., when he took it up again—save only for the break of
dinner at the straight-laced manager’s table—that he found relief in a cheerful though dangerous occupation; he
“took his grog;” the fate of so many of his calling, the only wonder being that there is not more wreckage from
this cause.
Yet nothing soured Murray: quick of wit and ready of counsel, he was a general favorite. When interrogated by
Edwin, in the corner of the verandah, where most of the staff had foregathered, Murray’s reply was brief and
emphatic.
“Boy,” he said, “you can’t do a damn thing, except buy their indentures.”
*
As soon as Edwin had left the Immigration Agent General’s party, a hurried confabulatjon had been held.
Walton was now an invalid and receiving such attention as his precarious condition would allow, until the
hurrying messengers brought medical aid, wife and nurses to his bedside. From the discussion, therefore, of
necessity, he was eliminated. The council of war consisted of the Immigration Agent General, his district agent,
old Rapfuller, and the Military member of Council, i.e., Police Officer.
Old Rapfuller, clothed as it were in the authority of “the boss,” was invited to speak first: and he spoke as one
who knows the immigrant at first hand.
“You cannot do anything,” he said, “but press forward. No management on the coast will be free from
disaffection unless this thing is smashed here and now.”
“Forward” is old Rapfuller’s word, and ‘the boss’ would have said the same.
As a result of further consultation and argument it was decided that the armed police should move forward to
secure what was now the virtual arrest of the transferee and, of course, also the retaking of Abdul Karim.
Thereupon the “Military Member of Council” set out to take personal command in the field.
No sooner did the police reach the public road than a most unearthly din was set up from the immigrants’ lines.
The blowing of conch shells and the beating of drums seemed all resorted to for the purpose of exciting the
enthusiasm and recalling the flagging recklessness of the immigrants.
The scene in Edwin’s corner of the verandah had not been pregnant with less interest than the council of war
previously described. On receiving the terse bald reply from Murray, Edwin echoed.
“Buy their indentures? Why! are these poor people just human cattle to be bought and sold?”
“Well,” replied Murray, “that is not a nice way of putting it. People make a contract and have to stick to it;
except when they can give some consideration for its cancelment. In this case the price of indentures is fixed
somewhere about the cost of bringing the immigrants here, less what proportion of the indenture has been
discharged. In Singh’s case it must work out somewhere in the region of $50 each. If you have $150 just you pay
over the money, and bring everything to a standstill.”
But Murray had completed his sentence to the empty air, for Edwin was half way down the stairs, and soon
racing for life to the scene of action; and not one moment too soon.
Before Edwin could get to the spot old Abdullah had been active in his efforts to avert bloodshed. His
venerable form could be seen moving to and fro among the excited immigrants. With his hands uplifted he was
vainly trying to make himself heard above the din.
“My brethren,” he said, “of what avail are your passions against pistols? If it be the will of Allah I go hence, I
beg that you will not endanger your lives in opposing my destiny.”
Abdul Karim, however, shrieked that the old man had been bought; and no one knew whose turn would be
next: to this the mob shrieked in unison, and shrieked defiance to the police.
At this stage Edwin arrived, and, after a hurried conference with the police officer, time was secured in which
the preliminaries could be arranged by Singh, with Edwin’s money for the cancelment of the indentures and
transfers of his family. The police bivouacked on their ground and awaited further orders: the “military member”
stipulating that nothing could now affect the arrest of Karim; but that he would await directions in the other
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matter.
In a short while preliminaries were satisfactorily settled and the Immigration Agent General gave directions for
the suspension of the order of transfers.
The re-arrest of Karim however was another matter, although the “big Crosby” came on the ground himself.
After some considerable time, and the display of exhaustive tact, all hope seemed lost and nothing left but an
appeal to arms. At the moment however when final dispositions were being made, Karim surrendered.
6
The thread of this tale will be preserved if it is briefly recorded that the indentures of Abdullah Singh and his
family were duly canceled and they stood once more free to reside where they chose. Abdul Karim was in due
course brought to trial. The Police pressed three charges against him; one for inciting the people to violence: one
for assaulting them in the execution of their duty, and one for using threatening language to Edwin. After many
postponements convictions were eventually obtained in all three instances; and the Stipendiary, in view of the
growing unrest on Sugar Estates, imposed the salutary penalty of three months’ imprisonment under each charge
—the sentences to run consecutively: which, being interpreted, meant that Karim had to serve nine calendar
months in prison for his dangerous agitatings and escapades.
The case of Walton resolved itself into one of those not infrequently met with in medical practice; and on their
arrival the doctors pronounced it to be an almost hopeless case; if his heart failed, as was most likely, he would
die without regaining consciousness; at the most, the best that could be hoped for, at his age, was a long period as
an invalid; but never again could he hope to resume the control of his extensive charges. All the speed that wealth
could devise was set in motion to bring the now distracted Marion to her husband’s bedside, and she came
supported by a retinue of trained nurses, and everything wealth or skill could design to prolong life. Eventually,
however, the best aid was his constitution, which, nurtured by the strenuous life he once lived, now stood him in
good stead and steadily and hourly drew him from the Valley of the Shadow.
Walton gradually regained consciousness; but it was clear that his will and intellect had suffered. As soon as he
could stand removal loving hands encompassed his transfer to his palatial Georgetown residence, and there the
good Marion. waited on and watched over him. The double shock she had suffered, and, now the grief and pain at
her lord’s condition, threw her more and more on the consolations offered by the Church to the stricken; and she
served and worshipped daily in the beautiful Cathedral Church, erected by loyal Catholics in the city of
Georgetown to the greater Glory of God. And such a cathedral, as rearing its magnificent and spired tower high
into the heavens above all others, would seem like a beacon pointing to higher things above.
Although Walton failed to recover altogether his reason, as the days went by, it was pathetic to see how the
once strong man sought something to cling to. Though he seemed unable to connect anything coherently, running
all through his touching loyalty to his wife was a sort of befogged tenderness for Edwin. His own little son he
scarcely seemed to notice. Old Rapfuller’s best efforts and overtest witticisms roused but the dimmest interest; but
with the entry of Edwin into the sick chamber, Walton’s whole face would brighten, and he would have “the boy”
sit for hours at his bedside; not infrequently Edwin would have to wait the silent approach of slumber before he
could steal away. In his absence Walton would complainingly ask for him, and consequently the latter found it
necessary to be in almost constant attendance on the invalid’s couch.
Although Walton never seemed to distinctly remember, and certainly never referred to the cause of his almost
fatal displeasure with Edwin, it was clear that he sought to draw “the boy’s” affection to him by every means in
his power. He would stroke Edwin’s hand and tell him not to fret, because soon they all would be in England.
Then his mind would wander and lead to disjointed remarks about youth, and folly to be forgiven.
Mrs. Walton, saddened and absorbed by her own troubles, had little time to give to her brother’s reckless
matrimonial venture—as his friends described his marriage. When she did have time to call it up in review her
new practice, under affliction, of her old faith led her to take a different view point to that which she would have
formerly taken as one of the leaders of Georgetown society.
Now she was disposed to class all such considerations with the vanities of King Solomon; and, while she never
ceased to deprecate the union, she, nevertheless, brought a more charitable mind to bear on Edwin’s rehearsal of
the causes and excuses which led him to take an Indian wife.
*
At Edwin’s little home on the outskirts of “Never Out,” things ran smoothly. Though Bibi showed wonderful
aptitude for Western ideas, Edwin, however, resolutely set his face against any Westernizing of her dress; his chief
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aim being to order her surroundings in a somewhat similar manner to those which would have been hers had her
fiery old grandfather not disinherited his daughter; and in this aim he was as successful as circumstances and his
means would allow. Thus was ensured unto him his wife as a never-ending source of delight; never once had he
felt that indescribable feeling of disappointment in seeing anything like gaucherie\fn{Awkward, embarrassing or
unsophisticated behavior} in any effort to ape the manners and customs of her Western sisters. Freed from the
obligations of an agricultural laborer, she shone in her immediate surroundings as an Indian lady of grace and
refinement. Old Singh was established in the house as a sort of Major Domo and the Woman, who had all through
followed their fortunes, took up her place in the household as one of the satellites revolving round the central
figure.
To Edwin himself, dividing his time between his duties, his exacting attendance on his sister’s husband and his
romantic attachment to his wife, the months flew by rapidly. Abdul Karim had been released from prison and, as
far as the general public was concerned, the threatened émeute\fn{Uprising} at Pln. “Never Out” had passed into
the limbo of things forgotten.
*
Then one fine morning Bibi complained of extreme weariness and being “sick unto death.” She begged that
her lord would remain with her that day, but Edwin set her fears at rest and, summoning the necessary assistance,
went forth to his duties promising to be back much earlier than usual. When he did return, however, he found that
everything had progressed without any untoward occurrence and his wife had presented him with the loveliest
baby girl that the world had ever seen—such at least was its father’s conviction, and that of all those who
surrounded the fretting little stranger.
The coming of the little hostage to fortune chained Edwin to the immediate vicinity of his wife’s bedchamber.
He simply adored the rosy-tinted cherub, and nothing but a most importunate wire from his sister succeeded in
getting him to agree to resume his service of love at her husband’s bedside. Eventually, after many goodbyes,
Edwin took himself away and set out for Georgetown. On his arrival Marion slated him soundly for leaving her
alone in the trying task of keeping an invalid in good humor: and one whom the doctors declared would be in
grave danger if greatly upset. Then Edwin told his tale of the little jet-eyed stranger who looked at him with its
mother’s eyes, and yet with his sister’s wistfulness. Whereupon, Marion, true to the contrariness of all her sex,
proceeded to rate him again for not having advised her by wire: indeed, she claimed that she would be satisfied
with nothing less than the removal, as soon as it could be effected, of mother and daughter to her own roof and
care. For she vowed that the child must be brought up in Western, and not Eastern culture; no matter however
excellent the latter may seem in Edwin’s doting eyes.
Edwin, who was wise in his generation, saw at once that it would never do to remove his girl wife from her
own surroundings, to be transplanted to the city where there would be nothing but false judgments of her
standards, and unnecessary wounds to be borne by both. However, only too well pleased with his sister’s loyalty
and love, he procrastinated; and Marion, content that her brother’s reluctance was due to an always evident
delicacy about receiving too much at her hands, allowed the matter to rest there for the present. As though called
by an unseen hand, Edwin could scarcely bide his usual time and in a very little while he was once more speeding
homewards.
When he reached his wife’s bed chamber he stood for an instant riveted to the threshold, for he saw
simultaneously entering, from the door opening on the Eastern verandah, a man armed with a villainous looking
cutlass which glistened in the soft evening light with the keenness of its blade. Edwin’s hesitation was
momentary: in another instant he had thrown himself bodily on the stranger and pinioned his arms to his side.
Then issued a struggle such as few would care to witness. Karim, for indeed it was he, strong and wiry, with his
determination fed by a fierce intention, scarce met an equal in Edwin, whose horror and frantic effort to save
those whom he loved so dearly, almost unnerved him: yet his sturdier physique stood him in good stead, and
allowed him to gather himself together: moreover his was a rising energy while Karim’s would soon be at its ebb.
All Edwin’s efforts were now directed towards disarming the man; but this was no easy task. Chance, rather
than resolve, directed their struggles to the half-open door, and good luck gave Edwin the opportunity to get the
blade of the murderous weapon right through the chink made thereby as it stood ajar, immediately throwing the
whole of his weight on Karim, who yet clung to the weapon tenaciously, the poor-tempered blade snapped
midway and left a useless stump in Karim’s hand. Roused by the struggle, Bibi sat up in bed and beheld her
husband in mortal struggle with him whom she at once recognized as the sworn enemy of both. Horror had her
spellbound and she could neither move nor speak.
Karim, now mad with baffled rage, espied Edwin’s revolver on the little table just where it had been laid on its
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master’s return from the fields aback of the plantation, for prudence had taught all overseers to go thus armed, and
thither forced the struggle. Edwin, thinking little of the revolver, cared less whence the struggle swayed so he
could retain overmastership and eventually force his antagonist to the ground. As Bibi recovered from her horror
she recovered her speech, and gave out resounding shrieks: hurried footsteps heralded the approach of helping
hands, but they arrived when a flash and crack announced that one chapter of tragedy had been closed. As the
struggling men reached the table, it had been the work of an instant for Karim to snatch up the revolver; too late
had Bibi thrown herself out of bed: the barrel had been pressed against Edwin’s bosom and the trigger drawn.
A crashing fall; struggling men—everything inextricably mixed; until at last the living and the dead were
separated, and the intruder secured and pinioned. Edwin lay prone where he had fallen, and hurriedly summoned
medical aid soon pronounced the fatal word. Edwin Hamilton had paid the dread penalty. He had crossed the
bourne, and had been called upon to plough another furrow, and fill another cycle of his existence.
*
The widowed girl now provided a serious subject for attention. The excitement of the struggle; the murder of
her husband, in her very presence, produced complications that few constitutions could have withstood, at that
juncture, and in a few days she was gathered to the garden of her forefathers.
Thus did the fates call upon Marion Walton to put her plan into immediate action for the taking of her brother’s
wee little infant into her own home; there to be brought up with the love and care which characterized all her
actions.
Karim was in due course charged in the lower Courts with the willful murder of Edwin Hamilton. To the
charge and proceedings he opposed a stolid indifference: not asked to plead, he made no comments; invited to
cross-examine the witnesses brought forward by the police, he did not avail himself of the opportunity. And, at the
end of the investigation, when the statutory caution was read to him and he was informed that he had been
referred to the ensuing Criminal Session for “that he did feloniously kill and murder the deceased, Edwin
Hamilton,” his sole comment was that it was “the pleasure of the Sahib” and that to him “had power been given.”
The day duly came on which Karim was to stand his memorable trial for the capital offence with which he
stood charged. From early morning crowds of East Indians could be seen wending their way to the place of trial.
Many a time had there been conflict of arms between immigrants and authorities, but always had the former only
paid the sacrifice of life. Here had an immigrant been shot dead by an overseer, in more or less defence of his
person: sometimes had it even been hinted that the immigrant had paid the penalty because, like Uriah the Hittite,
his wife had been comely, and not averse to the advances of an overlord. At another place had besieged parties,
stormed at by infuriated immigrants, had recourse to the deadly argument of firearms. Again and again had the
police to apply “Lee-Enfield methods”\fn{ In reference to the men who invented the Enfield rifle } to quell strikes and
disturbances. After each and all of these had the slain to be numbered among the immigrants, and confidential
reports sent to the Government of India on the slaying of some one or several of its wards.
But never yet had one of the Governing class paid the extreme penalty of conflict. The one payment had
consequently elicited intense interest all over the colony. Planters came in from every side, and immigrants
swarmed to the venue of trial. Rumors many and absurd had traveled in every direction, and villagers of every hue
had gathered to hear such spicy details as had grown in the telling. When the appointed hour arrived the scene was
one that takes some telling.
To the East of the great Victoria Law Court the quadrangle, used occasionally by peaceful citizens for tennis,
and by nursing maids for a romp with their charges, was filled to its uttermost with a dense surging mass of every
hue. Here was a beturbanned Maharaj, with his bare legs and Eastern shoes: there was a Hindu with his tightfitting skull cap; cheek by jowl with both was a negro in an Early Victorian coat and superannuated billycock
hat\fn{Bowler, invented in 1845}; all bent on being present even though they could hear nought of the proceedings.
And not the least among them were their women; clothed in bright-colored raiment, gaudy Julahs, sparkling nose
rings, and expensive armlets, many even with foot rings; but each in her best, as though decked for some festival.
On the Western side of the grim structure the scene was but a repetition of the foregoing, with the Eastern
always predominating. Here stood a huge marble statue of Victoria. she whom the great Disraeli, with a stroke of
his master pen, had made the first alien Empress of India, looking down benign and calm on the struggling mass.
Well indeed may that statue have been looking down from some pedestal in Western India rather than in one of
the garden cities of South America and the Western Atlantic, so Eastern-like was the throng which surrounded it.
Nor was the crowd within the precincts of the Court itself disappointed with the forensic display provided in
the course of the trial. Counsel for the defence was a young East Indian Barrister whose forebears had themselves
been immigrants, in the long ago. He had been but recently called to the bar, and was credited with a good deal of
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Nationalist sentiment. The line of his defence was apparently taking a peculiar turn: he practically took no notice
of questions of fact, but was at great pains to bring out that Edwin had moved in the most exclusive circles, and
could easily have chosen a wife from among the very highest in the land. On the other hand he gathered from the
official witnesses that female immigrants were in painful minority; and he further elicited that Karim would have
found it extremely difficult to find a wife outside of his race, even among the better class of negroes; for these
regard the East Indian with considerable prejudice, even though they accept menial service for hire from him.
At the end of the case for the Crown the accused was put into the witness box in his own defence. It was clear
that his own native intelligence had been well primed by Counsel, and that the latter was “getting at” the jury
from two directions. Karim set forth his great love, in the early days, for the wife of the Sahib Hamilton: he
claimed that he had been led to hope until the latter came on the scene; and then he proceeded to give his account
of the incidents of the fatal night.
Leaving his compound, he stated that he went to sharpen his cutlass for the work in hand on the following day;
he had passed the Sahib and had he intended evil could have then accomplished it with less risk. On his way back
to his compound however his “mind had given him” to pass the house where the woman he so greatly loved now
lived. When he arrived in the vicinity, he said, he was seized with the overwhelming desire to gaze upon her; for
he had heard that she was ill, and knowing that the Sahib was away he had felt that he could creep into the house
without observation, and get away again after he had looked upon her and perhaps even kissed the bed clothes on
which she lay.
He had no sooner clambered up the verandah and entered the room than he found himself pounced upon, and
forced into a deadly struggle. He had retained possession of his cutlass to prevent his assailant murdering him
with it, and had caught up the revolver with the same end in view. In the scuffle for its possession the Sahib had
got shot. He had not visited the house to do murder, least of all to the Sahib, for he knew that the Sahib had gone
into the city.
The address for the defence was no less clever, and it resolved itself into a vigorous declamation in the general
cause of the East Indian immigrant. Counsel urged the grievous wrong that was frequently done to these
immigrants who were brought across two oceans to be shot down. or hanged; their liberty impaired and their
wives stolen, or suborned. He played with great effort on the lot of an immigrant exile thousands of miles from
home, in practically an alien country, where he was not being tried by twelve of his peers. He implored the jury to
divest themselves of all Western ideas of ways of thought and codes of etiquette or honor.
“Do not consider for a moment,” he said “what either of you may have done under similar circumstances, if
the unfortunate deceased, whose family has my utmost sympathy, had won his wife over the head of one of you,
and you had not the entrée\fn{Admission} of his home. I would remind you, gentlemen,” he proceeded, “that
although Kipling has sung immortally that ‘East is East and West is West’ and claimed that ‘never the twain shall
meet,’ we have here the meeting of the two in a most singular manner. Here we find the gorgeous East, with its
riot of color and extremes, its patriarchal standard of honor, and its restrictions and privileges of caste, all
exemplified and stamped on the brain of the accused, facing practically what is a Western Court of Honor, steeped
in a rigid sense of law and Justice, drawing its ideals from Mayfair, and saturated with centuries of a different
standard of right and wrong.
“Gentlemen of the jury,” he concluded in a brilliant peroration, “you must not think of the accused on that fatal
night as seeking to outrage the sanctity of a Western home; but rather of a man despoiled, stealing to the scene of
alien captivity of the woman whom he loved above rubies.”
He then dilated on the ease with which Edwin could have found a wife among the highest and handsomest in
the land, and contrasted with that freedom of choice the frightfully restricted number from whom the accused
could choose; and, at last, dramatically contended that “Hamilton was morally responsible for his own death.”
Lastly he dealt with the evidence of the accused, urged its coherency, declaimed on its extreme probability, and
contended on its utter lack of malice. He charged the jury not to be responsible for “launching this man into
eternity for having tried to steal a glance at her whom he had loved and lost.”
The Crown’s learned Attorney General for British Guiana rose to reply amid an intense hush. He was brief and
direct. He claimed that much that learned counsel for the defence had urged was irrelevant; he asked for a verdict
on the issues. The learned judge, he pointed out, would set out the law to them that every man was liable for his
own unlawful acts. He moreover submitted that the accused had armed himself with a deadly weapon and had
entered the house of the deceased in his absence. It had been laid down, he said, that where a man broke to enter
—
This brought counsel for the defence to his feet, and a long wrangle ensued as to what had been proved. Had
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the door through which the accused entered been latched or hooked, or had it stood ajar? Each argued as suited
him best.
Eventually the Attorney General resumed: he scouted the idea that the revolver had been seized as an act of
self-defence, or that the accused had gone to the house on a mission of peace. He rather saw malice and intent in
that when the accused became temporarily disarmed he forthwith seized the opportunity of securing a more
deadly weapon. And, lastly, he reminded the jury that they were not responsible for the penalty attached to any
verdict of theirs; their duty being merely to say if the accused was guilty or not guilty of the offence of which he
stood charged.
The judge summed up and delivered his charge to the jury, much after the text of the Attorney General and the
jury retired to consider their verdict.
After four hours’ deliberation the jury elected the lesser count and brought in a verdict of manslaughter against
the accused.
His Honor the Judge, before passing sentence, enlarged upon the enormity of the offence, and claimed that he
could not blind himself to the fact that prisoner at the bar had been responsible for the death of two persons; he
therefore did not think that justice would be met with a less sentence than one of penal servitude for life.
In far away Jamaica a brilliant ornament of society\fn{ Eloise Funston.} read with feverish anxiety every detail of
this memorable trial. Then her wide circle of friends wondered why she had at last accepted the thrice previously
refused offer of marriage from Major Dodds of the island garrison; but who can judge of the part played in her
heart by one of pensive brow, who had stood a stranger within the gates of a brilliant throng; and then had passed
beyond recall in the cloud of a ghastly tragedy.
*
Such then in brief were the antecedents and birth-history of the girl we now see on a September morning in the
lovely island of Tobago, which, as every one knows, is one of the British West Indian islands set in the beautiful
sun-lit Caribbean Sea. …
1920
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Guayguayare,

1
Marie Ursule woke up this morning knowing what morning it was and that it might be her last. She had
gathered the poisons the way anyone else might gather flowers, the way one gathers scents or small wishes and
fondnesses. Gathering a bit here, wondering at a fiercely beautiful flower there. Tasting the waxiness of some
leaves, putting her tongue on the prickliness or roughness of others.
And she had been diligent and faithful the way any collector would be, any fervent lover. Scientific.
Passionate. Every new knowledge, wonderful. She had even felt the knowing sadness, the melancholy that lovers
feel, the haunting not-enough feeling, the way one covets the flight of swifts and terns and night jars. She had
sorted out the most benign vines from the most potent, collecting them all, and anything else she could find,
recognizing the leaves through resemblance or smell or bitterness.
She had heard talk. She had listened to whispers from the Caribs and had made dealings with those of them left
alive on the island after their own great and long devastation by the Europeans; their six-thousand-year-old trek
over the Andes was close to ending here in Trinidad after four hundred years of war with the invaders. Meeting
under curtains of heavy rains or unrelenting night, they had told Marie Ursule of a most secret way to ruin.
Woorara they called it, their secret to rigor and breathlessness.
Wandering when she could wander; Marie Ursule husbanded the green twigs, the brown veins, the sticky
bitterness, the most sanguine of plants. She loved their stems, their surprise of leaves as veined as her palms, their
desperate bundles of berries, their hang of small flowers, and most of all the vine itself, its sinewed grace. She
ground the roots to their arresting sweetness, scraped the bark for its abrupt knowledge. She had thought of other
ways, bitter cassava, manchineel apples,\fn{ Hippomane mancinella, a species of flowering plant whose fruit and leaves bear a
superficial resemblance to true apples and their foliage } but their agonies could last for days.
Woorara, the Caribs had told her, was simple and quick, though it had taken her years to collect. And wait.
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Marie Ursule waited for evenings like a lover waits, wanting soft light to embrace her. She looked over the
ranges of cocoa trees, their green and red leaves young and old with longing. She imagined love waiting for her
beyond the hectares of ripening fruit. Evenings—when clouds descended between the thick growth kept secret her
walks in search of smells and exchanges, her meetings with a straggle of Caribs, two men, three women, one boy,
one baby.
The Caribs were becoming ancient and extinct even as she looked into their faces, the last of their language
vanishing. Marie Ursule offered them her company, her limp, her wish to die. Risking lashings she would to go to
their small encampment where she and they sat in each other’s contradictions, the straggle of Caribs moving
reluctantly toward memory, Marie Ursule, willingly.
The last time, she had gone in a brief rain at the beginning of December but they had broken camp and
disappeared, like the rain itself, the kind of quick rain that raises the smell of the earth, steams the roots of things,
then vanishes leaving no trace of its passage. Their fire, smoldering from the rain, was almost imperceptible.
Perhaps she should have left with them. Perhaps.
Hiding supplies in dugouts here and there, Marie Ursule collected woorara as patiently as she had worn the
iron ring around her ankle. She collected it like a lover collecting sorrows and believed hurts. Faithfully.
Marie Ursule woke up this morning knowing what morning it was. Her flesh felt heavy. She could not get it off
the board. It was as if her body was tied taut across the wood house like a hammock. She lay there for a while,
gathering her legs and her arms and commanding them to wake up. She turned on her side to look at the door,
giving herself a direction, but no resolve came. It was to be her last morning and she had prepared everything long
before, and now her flesh would not move.
She heard the early birds’ noise outside cross with the late birds’ noise. She heard all the night insects go quiet,
all the dawn insects shake light-shouldered light. She heard the morning coming, its uptake of breath. She had to
move before the dark air turned vermilion and then white. She had to empty the gourd of woorara into the small
copper pot hidden in the fire below the big pan full of cornmeal pap. Hammock-like her back winged on its hinge
as she shifted again, tasting the early-morning taste of her mouth. It was full of spit unswallowed in the night. If
nothing else, to stir her she must empty her mouth of bile.
She felt her fingers in the dark, swollen and stiff as the rest of her, and started at the numbness in her feet. A
numbness she had awakened to each day since January eighth, 1819—a deadness which always startled her at
first—when one foot had been ringed with ten pounds of iron and the other had taken all the weight of walking.
Now both were numb, the one in sympathy with the other.
This was her second morning to boil the cornmeal. She had taken this task to be near the fire, to be seen
cooking the cornmeal, so that she might also warm the tar of woorara she had collected.
Marie Ursule turned again. The reluctance of her body recalled the sentence she’d been given on January
eighth, 1819: two years with her leg in an iron ring and thirty-nine lashes. That was her sentence. And Marcelle
Dauphine next to her sentenced to work in chains for life. Two years now, two years and more. But the memory of
that ring of iron hung on, even after it was removed. A ghost of pain around her ankle. An impression. It
choreographed her walk and her first thoughts each day.
She rose now with only the force of her middle and the urge to empty her mouth of bile. Going to the door,
swifter than she’d felt only moments ago lying on the wood, she heard the breath of others taking their last before
rising. Their last, praying not to rise. Praying that the dark would not turn vermilion, would not turn to white day.
She would often stay awake to hear them breathe, hours. She would listen, wondering if she slept like that, so
deeply, so restfully. Breathing in sleep was the only time you owned the movement of your chest. When breath
was all that was left to you, how light and heavy and in your middle it was. How limbs went limp but moved by
some instinct to turn and turn only to help breathing. She wanted to lie there and inhale the breaths of those
sleeping, inhale the smell like inhaling the smell of milk on a baby’s mouth. She wanted to inhale the living. She
didn’t want to get up and bring an end to it.
She stopped for a moment, listening and swallowed up by the breathing. Changing her mind then changing
again, she slipped the wood latch and was outside.
*
The air resembled blood gone bad. She hoped it wasn’t another morning to end up in ten-pound irons. That
thought made her foot heavy. She limped to the shed but somehow swift. But if it was such a morning, bring it.
She spat the bile out and wiped her hand over her mouth, pulling the film of sleep away. Her eyes did not need
adjusting to the dark, she knew this way by heart.
Marie Ursule, queen of the Convoi Sans Peur;\fn{Fearless Convoy} queen of rebels, queen of evenings, queen of
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malingerings and sabotages; queen of ruin; who had lost an ear and been shackled to a ten-pound iron for two
years after the rebellion of 1819 had been betrayed, after the plan to kill de Lambert, and all his own, discovered.
While some had been put to death, their heads hung on sticks near the bell and their bodies tied to the walls in
chains, she had been given a ten-pound ring to wear. She had been given thirty-nine lashes. She had been given
her own ear in her mouth. She had been given a heart full of curses and patience.
The stink of that day was on her breath this morning, turning to white, not just yet, now vermilion, the color of
old blood. She spat. Soon the day would almost break, petit jour.\fn{At daybreak} On an ordinary day she would
take her skipping walk into the fields of cocoa with the others. On an ordinary day the others would awake and
stumble to the shed; stumbling out of their sleep and into the field, into this season and another season and another
season to follow, an endless season.
Soon seasons would not matter and the iron imprint at her ankle would be light.
Only her little girl, Bola … she would send her to Arauc or Terre Bouillante. She would try and send her to the
secret hills, to the secret places even beyond those secret hills, to those places where she, Marie Ursule, could not
go herself because of her limp. And even more because of her heart, so skilled now, so full of wrath. She could
not think of escape for herself. She could not imagine the mountains, or Arauc or Terre Bouillante where they said
life was free. She could not imagine or believe any place like that. She was ruined already. She was tied to this
morning. But sending Bola far into the hills and the impenetrable bush beyond, beyond the reach of de Lambert
and his like, that, was her one conceit now, her one little ambition. Hopping swift and lighter than her legs, she
worried only if it was too much, and too boldfaced, to try and send the child to Terre Bouillante with Kamena.
The names of secret places had dropped from Kamena’s lips in whispers. Terre Bouillante, Arauc, Casse Terre,
Morne Diable, Morne Macaque, Morne Maron. He had said them so softly, so gently, she was tempted to believe
they existed. He had heard that some who ran away made it to those places. It took days of walking, he had heard,
perhaps weeks, perhaps luck, and perhaps waiting, to arrive there. And he had escaped, promising to return for the
child.
She had told him, just in case, if he didn’t find the place, he should go to Culebra Bay where there was nothing
but the ghosts of two Ursuline nuns who had once owned her. Just in case he couldn’t find his way, she said, in
case, then he should go to Culebra Bay; because his voice soughing on the names of Maroon places could not
persuade her that such havens of runaways existed, let alone that the militia would not find them. But Culebra was
rumored to have leprosy and so no militia would chance there, though she knew it was only the nuns’ old craft,
she was convinced that, dead and all, it was their own mystery still hovering.
He had escaped, promising to return for the child, not listening to Marie Ursule. Because Bola was his child
too and his mind did not linger on hurt like Marie Ursule’s. He wanted lightness, he wanted peace.
Marie Ursule wanted peace too but nothing that could be settled in escape. She had lain too many nights
listening for rain. It was with rain that the vines sprang and ran. The thought of rain was the only thought that
filled her with crying or longing. The sound of rain was comforting, reaching the balata trees wind-guarding the
cocoa—the sound of rain on broad leaves gave her the sense that each drop contained a life, an elliptical
limning\fn{Illuminated} life like hers. She tried to grasp it before it broke against a leaf.
Did she read the morning right? And who was she to try to save anything? Well, it was already decided and
beyond her and now it was too late to discover if she was wrong. Now she couldn’t change her mind. If Terre
Bouillante existed and if Kamena had survived to find it, he would return today for the child. And if not, then it
would be too late: she would have to mark the child then.
This morning was the end of the world. The one vanity she’d had was that child. Like Marcelle Dauphine and
Marie Bastien and Marie Rose, she had washed out many from between her legs. Like them, she had vowed never
to bring a child into the world, and so to impoverish de Lambert with barrenness as well as disobedience. Not one
child born in that place for years, except what de Lambert could make himself with his own wife. Until one day,
Marie Ursule made one with all itself intact. Her one curiosity and her vanity. The eyes of the child emerging
between her thighs, round and robust, were startlingly open as if to say,
“I’m coming, Marie Ursule. Don’t lay a harmful hand on me.”
Its mouth was full of milk, gray drooling milk. It came as if already feeding itself, and if Marie Ursule would
not help it, it was ready to survive on its own. She laughed as the child tumbled out of her and the gush of
afterbirth followed like an ocean and a torrent between her legs. It sailed Bola away from the hands of Marie
Ursule and landed her on the dirt floor, balled into a moon.
The child was not a disappointment. From the moment she was born Bola’s eyes saw too much. She was born
with teeth, which was a sign of gifts or curses, and from the time she first spoke she sang Marie Ursule’s name.
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Marie Ursule had to contend with people calling the child jumbie\fn{Spirit of a dead person, typically an evil one }
because she had a mind of her own and would say something to anyone who maliced Marie Ursule. She was a
child born out of curiosity and prodigiousness. Though not a good four years old, she was a one-word child,
jealous, thief spirit, Boat, hidino, naked. Certain people drew the length of her tongue and shut up right away.
This morning Marie Ursule left Bola sleeping, for Kamena to come and take her to Arauc or Terre Bouillante,
whichever he had found safely, as they had planned. And, if not, to Culebra Bay.
This child who was her vanity was now her leavings. She had to fix the small copper pot of woorara, make it
boil to its most potent, get ready to put the knife in it. She stepped, lithe now, over the mud drain, feeling a
shadow cross the yard and enter the barrack behind her. It was Kamena.
She didn’t look, she didn’t want to change her mind. Let the child go. She herself had to avoid every moment
now when her body wanted to do something else, walk back to the barrack, go back to sleep, perhaps walk away
herself to the distant place where Kamena rolled under the sky. Her body wanted living. And she had to twist it
round to another task. She did not look round to see Kamena carrying the child through the cocoa fields, the fruit
reddening and yellowing under the leaves, the morning soaked in mist. She knew Kamena would run through the
field to her left, which fell away into dense high bush. Then they would disappear into days of walking.
Well, Marie Ursule, thank God for the beginning of the morning and the end of it too.
In this early, early morning when morning wasn’t morning and nothing was anything yet; this morning when
trees and grass and rock had not yet gathered themselves into their shapes, when life was not even life itself, when
anyone could change into what they might be, this morning like any morning in the world for Marie Ursule was
not a sign of anything certain. Hadn’t life ceased to be certain long ago, hadn’t every turning stood still, hadn’t
every stillness turned to motion long, long ago? And what was memory when she felt it loop and repeat, when
what she was about to do she had imagined done already, like a memory.
*
She was owned by M. de Lambert, and before that by the Ursuline nuns who had moved from place to place,
from Guadeloupe to Martinique and then here, Trinidad, this last island before Venezuela. They and she had run
out of islands. Her ears’ tips had been cut for rebellion there in Guadeloupe and many charges laid against her for
insolence. She had come to the Ursulines under false pretence. M. Rochard, her owner before the nuns, saying he
was in debt, offered Marie Ursule as his most valuable to the Ursulines, who were always needing for the amount
of runaways they had. Rochard wanted to be rid of her and make his money back but the Ursulines didn’t miss her
ears or the set of her face and bargained him down to take her off his hands. .
Mere Marguerite frightened Rochard anyway, streaking toward him when he got off his horse, streaking
toward him like a specter of a century past. Marie Ursule on the rope, walking behind him, smelled communion
powder and smoke and spat the taste from her mouth. Soeur de Clemy, following Mere Marguerite de St. Joseph,
summed up Marie Ursule in one look, taking in the ears but also her strong legs, her stare that said you’d only get
half the work out of her but also the strong large hands, the broad back but the eyes with their own business. She
summed her up and offered half of what Rochard wanted.
Rochard handed the rope over and left without arguing, not even bowing before getting back up on his horse,
not bothering after all to recite his story about leaving the colony, about stock to get rid of in a hurry, better
opportunity in the Guianas; these were only half-truths and anyone could tell they were lies after seeing Marie
Ursule. Most of all the Ursulines, who had seen everything. He had heard about but did not believe that he would
ever see this vision of the Ursulines, eroding like dead coral and dusty like an eternity. What he saw was more
seductive and fatal than his own greed. Why they looked so old he put down to leprosy, but he fled, leaving them
in what he knew was another century.
Soeur de Clemy untied the rope from Marie Ursule’s hands. When she came close Marie Ursule warned her,
“Pain c’est viande beque, vin c’est sang beque, nous va mange pain beque nous va hair sang beque.” Bread is
the flesh of the white man, wine is the blood of the white man, we will eat the white man’s flesh, we will drink the
white man’s blood.
Running out of islands themselves, the Ursulines had fled the claims of the Jesuits for their estates in
Martinique and Guadeloupe. They came to Trinidad with nineteen slaves and their belongings. Having bought a
small plantation on Culebra Bay, they arrived at its remote rock face and its bush face. They arrived at a place that
was barren and unimaginable. Having no more funds, they settled into its waste and decrepitude. Only the water,
the sea at Culebra, showed any bounty. Whales and sharks perused the bay, trumpet fish and bonito, and
sometimes wild water and sandy winds. The nuns had been duped, sold a useless piece of rock, which the sea salt
took inch by inch.
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They were a hard lot, the Ursulines. So much kneeling down for disobedience and so much for lateness and so
much more for indolence. The industry of slavery was how they kept God and flesh together. And like all who
came to the colonies, they had to make their money out of punishment in some shape. Mere Marguerite de St.
Joseph and Soeur de Clemy baptized all their slaves, hoping for obedience, but they could not depend on baptism
strictly. The lash was handy. It was as dutiful as praying. And their baptisms were often in blood.
“Go, before you send us to hell,” they finally told Marie Ursule after her rebellions and plots. Mere
Marguerite’s face was already paper-thin, blistering to powder. Soeur de Clemy bit her fingernails to their dry
quick.
“You in hell already if is up to me, Marie Ursule,” Marie Ursule whistled at their powdery skins.
So Marie Ursule was sold to de Lambert when all the beatings did not turn her and when she became so
unmanageable that their punishments could not sit well with prayers to their own Virgin Mary. And when their
estate at Culebra seemed to be sinking into the coral reef that it really was, they sold Marie Ursule on their
suspicions that it was she who had blighted them. Merchants would not come out to Culebra, and whatever goods
they made took so long to arrive at Port-of-Spain that the ships were gone and they had to sell cheap. Suspecting
the nuns of leprosy because of Mere Marguerite’s blistered skin, good commerce abandoned Culebra.
De Lambert had bought an estate on this last island, retreating down the archipelago himself, bringing twenty
slaves with him as well as buying Marie Ursule when he arrived. Buying her from a bedraggled nun circling the
wharf like a man-o’-war bird, when the boat docked at Port-of-Spain. A nun who looked more weary than her
slave but who haggled for a good price nevertheless and who looked out of the corner of her eye and smiled at
Marie Ursule, and turned cold when Marie Ursule said,
“You going to live long. Take the money from him. You owe me an eternity.”
De Lambert had married a free colored woman who you could hardly see was colored and who never faced the
sun directly. She took care that no one saw the darkening knuckles on her fingers or the tips of her ears. Moving
like a ghost herself in dark rooms of the estate house, only her shadows crossing windows. One good sitting in the
sun and the African in her would come out.
De Lambert was her cousin twice removed and mercifully removed from any black blood. Ten of his slaves
belonged to the free colored wife, bought for her as a dowry by her father, Toussaint Voisin, whom she hated—
another free colored, much closer to Africa.
Toussaint Voisins smiled too much for his oldest daughter’s tastes, he smiled and touched his light-skinned
daughters as if he were drooling. He touched everything like that, cloth, horses, francs, Madame Voisin nee
Lavigne, his Creole wife, slaves. His daughter was happy to leave him on Martinique and lighten into her
husband’s prestige on this last island in this chain of islands floating into the Orinoco River.
Mon Chagrin estate. Why de Lambert called it that was in his own past, some blight he felt he’d suffered, some
little hurt he’d kept or some romance he held about himself and his industry. Or perhaps some cognition. Mon
Chagrin.\fn{My Grief}
And this is where Marie Ursule had her ear cut off, and got her iron ring for two years, and her thirty-nine
lashes, after the first uprising of the Sans Peur Regiment was betrayed by the dog-traitor Vargas, who thought he
would be freed for his trouble. And, well, she knew then she would wait, would have to wait. She would learn
how to finish something. And she would wait until after they took off the ring and after she looked like her mind
was repentant and even after that.
Sans Peur, without fear they called themselves, Sans Peur. They gathered each night thinking and plotting and
praying in the old ways that they could remember. They had planned that first insurrection, which was to see the
planters rounded up and killed, with the Macaque Regiment and the Mon Repos Regiment, from the two estates to
the west of Mon Chagrin. They were also betrayed, and so most of their night army of slaves had ended up in
irons, a few dead.
She herself had listened to her own sentence in disappointment, wishing death.
“Marie Ursule in Sans Peur Regiment to receive thirty-nine lashes, to have an ear cut off, and to have an iron
ring of ten pounds weight affixed to one of her legs, to remain thereon for the space of two years.”
She, Marie Ursule, would wait and plot another way. It would take that long to plan again and when they did
she took the place of Marcelle Dauphine as queen, because Marcelle Dauphine had succumbed to the madness of
the weight around her leg for life.
*
Marie Ursule had waited until this morning. This morning waking up and smelling the sweet breaths of last
sleep and tasting the bile in her mouth which caused her to move, this was the morning then. She lit the fire, put
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the small copper at the bottom and over it the pan of cornmeal to hide the darkening mixture of curare.
Somewhere she sensed Kamena and the child, heard the child singing, “Marie Ursule, Marie Ursule,” calling her.
She held the pan full of water and molasses now boiling.
Her fingers did not feel pain from the heat. It was long since burning could harm her so she didn’t use a rag.
She would add vine of the soul and God’s breath leaves to the cornmeal, just to make their going easier. These
plants would give them visions, dreams and sightings, pleasure at the coming life. They would see where they
were going more clearly when they took the knife of woorara to their veins.
The small copper, hidden in the flames under the cornmeal pan, reddened. It would not take long. By the time
the morning came and they were all of them gathered, the curare would still the muscles and stop their breath and
their hearts.
Kamena moved away without a sign to her. He knew that she saw him, he knew that she heard the child’s
singing. He could not be sure that he would not be recaptured. But no one would be looking for him once they
discovered what the Sans Peur had done. He hoped that the child would not sing all the way to wherever they
were going. He hefted the child on his back, felt for a brief moment her weight as heavy as the ocean, felt for a
moment a sudden difficulty standing, then stepped away from that place where he was leaving Marie Ursule, her
eyes never meeting his or his eyes hers but knowing what they knew. He hoped that the child would not sing all
the way to where they were going anyhow.
And it was Marie Ursule’s last morning. And the last morning that anything like will would make her rise and
live. Those mornings were hard to summon. She could only count a few—the mornings of doing something that
was not directed or ordered from outside. What woke her also this morning was dreaming the thing she had to
dream. Dreaming her generations. Dreaming a safe place for Bola. And she only remembered to dream when she
heard the child singing in the damp ochre shade of the morning.
Her hands were already stirring the poison, already hefting the cornmeal, her hands were already burnt on the
fire. She had done this thing already, it was a memory when they found her sitting near the dead ones, it was
finished. She had lived it already night after night when the Sans Peur Regiment met to dream it and to make it
true.
She was already condemned; her eyes were already closed when they opened suddenly to the child’s tune of
her name, when they opened to Kamena’s hesitation and his sinking knowledge of where he should go, when they
opened to a vision of red birds and skittering eyes. And for a moment she too hesitated, she too thought of
continuing when she foresaw the little girl stooping in the crab-lands, smothering in her own breath, and Kamena
lost. Then she remembered the last thing she had to dream. The two miserable nuns in Culebra Bay whom she had
set in stone. Dead now perhaps, dead to the world but not to her vision. Their evanescence thickening into sight,
she called their mystery into shape. If Kamena could not find Terre Bouillante, then she would lead him to
Culebra Bay. Their way out and their long destination.
Marie Ursule faced the world turning white from vermilion. She faced the bodies of the Sans Peur Regiment
moving toward her, shaking and humming. Her hand ladling cornmeal trembled and was still at the same time.
They walked close to each other for warmth and assurance. The morning was cold. She saw the others’ indecision
and their fright but perhaps it was her own. It made her own heart more determined. They sat in their accustomed
way, emptying their gourds of cornmeal, then waiting for Marie Ursule to bring the small copper and the knife
wrapped in cloth at the hilt.
They saw visions of where they were going, blues and whorling reds and spirits beckoning. Their faces were
stricken, whether in pain or relief she could not tell. They each took the knife and drew a mark in their own hands.
For the one or two breaths they lived after, the woorara tar was a river flowing through their hands. A river they
were going to, to wash themselves of this life and Mon Chagrin and all the other places they had been. Who didn’t
die, Marie Ursule knew, would be no good after and de Lambert would die too in his own way.
“One thing,” she thought, “dead is where we all is going.”
On a morning turning from ochre to white with the smell of frozen blood, dead is where everybody was going.
Her whole body was rigid except for her hands passing the small copper pot to each one. And as the Sans Peur
had planned, so no one would see the other dying and lose courage, they marked their palms one after the other
without hesitation, cutting the tar-like poison deep into their flesh, humming their accustomed tune. They knew
that the body was a terrible thing that wanted to live no matter what. It never gave up, it lived for the sake of
itself. It was selfish and full of greed. The body could pitiably recover from lashes, from weight and stroke. Only
in the head could you kill yourself, never in the body. It would thrash and heave its way back. So their minds were
made up, knowing this. And each night, in the months before, they had plotted together, they had given the mind
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this mystery to work out, how to ignore the body, how to reach the other shore.
Marie Ursule used to sit at their head, humming a tune. A tune so tuneless it lay between individual breaths and
a common sound. It began the way anyone begins walking along alone and needing a sound. Sometimes it began
like a moan from a headache or it began from the sound of someone stumbling on a careless stone. Anyone of
them began. Petit Dominique or Pompey. Sounds catching in their chests like gasping in an airless room. Marcelle
Dauphine knocking the iron on her foot with a stone, hoping, the way only madness can hope, that little by little
the way she had it calculated the iron would break in thirty years or she’d be dead. Her breath would thicken to a
tune with exertion. Then they would all join the tune, which became an enchantment, a going to somewhere dark
and empty of things that had happened and dark and empty of failure and dark and empty of history and dark and
empty of their bodies burning to live.
Valere, Dominique-Riviere, Pedro, Petit Dominique, Marie Rose, Pancras, Florentine, Adelaide, Gabriel,
Eustace, Jean Noel, Pompey, Sayman, Louis, Nero, Marcelle Dauphine, Marie Bastien, Avril. All now breathed
the dark emptiness where they were going. Each swallowed darkness. They breathed time. They breathed
wholeness. Marie Ursule continued the tune, tuneless and stilling, taking the falling pot from the last hand. She
herself would not take the knife to her veins. She wanted to see the faces of de Lambert and the rest when they
discovered her. She wanted to vow to them that it was she, Marie Ursule, who had devastated them.
Steady, steady she watched until it was done, waiting, watching the sky break and the world end, watching the
Sans Peur swoon to death, their hearts stopped, watching the day end before it truly began.
*
In another century without knowing of her, because centuries are forgetful places, Marie Ursule’s great-greatgrandchildren would face the world too. But even that forgetfulness Marie Ursule had accounted for.
Forgetfulness is true speech if anyone listens. This is the plain arrangement of the world, they would think, even if
they knew different, even if they could have remembered Marie Ursule. They would say: This is the plain
arrangement of the world, this I have suffered, this I have eaten, this I have loved. When she woke up that
vermilion morning, stepped out of her sack on the floor with her limp and her plans and her poisons, looked
through the holes in the wood planks lashed together for the barrack, smelled the air of ripening and moldering
cacao, and limped out to the morning, she had taken account of forgetfulness and remembrances.
De Lambert turned in his sleep now, drinking in the same air as Marie Ursule but not tasting the breaths that
she tasted and hesitated at. His blood would run the same through him to his generations: Generations needing a
new language, because de Lambert turned in his bed to get the rest of his sleep before waking up to kill Marie
Ursule. His generations would melt into his secrets. They would take other names. They would even forget de
Lambert, the man in their faces and in the faces of the photographs that would speak of a great family. De
Lambert. De Lambert spread across their mantelpieces in the faces of great-grandmother, grandfather, uncle and
great-grand-aunt, little boy, young man in regimental wear in medals from the Boer expedition and the First World
War.
They would forget that this morning de Lambert rose to unusual quiet, called for his boots and his cocoa tea,
which did not come, and rose in his shirt to open a window and wonder where those black bastards were. De
Lambert prostrate in more faces now added to the ones in photographs on the mantelpiece—the mantelpiece in the
old house built after the old house was ruined by fire—capped and gowned from universities abroad or soaked in
rum as fishermen, debauched in the slack eyes of uncles who had fingered young girls’ dresses, wrapped in the
smooth hands of merchants, their spendthrift sons, the daughter who became a poet, the cousin who was a recluse,
the owner of a discotheque, the one in the jersey who liked cocaine. They had forgotten, or forgiven like family,
what they had no way of forgiving or worse even knowing. They had forgotten, not needing to remember.
No need. What Marie Ursule is leaving she knows she cannot put into a face. Perhaps she can leave it in bones
or gestures muscular with dispossession—though she cannot think of anything but what she will do this morning.
The lives of her great-great-grandchildren, their lives would spill all over floors and glass cases and the verandas
and the streets in the new world coming. Their hearts would burst. When asked they will say they had no reason
for knifing someone or blowing a kiss. They had no reason at all for sitting numb, with cocaine or gin or music
coursing through their fingers. Singers will pierce them dipping into their ribs. They would come to be whatever
impulse gathered the greater in them, like threatened forests flowering.
Sending Bola away light as her singing, heavy as her weight on Kamena’s back. Deciding to send this child
through a breathless dawn when the morning wasn’t morning and the light was still dark was like sending
messages, but not knowing their destination. She was long past caring. Everything had happened already. She had
seen it, and sent Bola to that life.
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When they found her she was sitting in the dirt near the bodies. Her burnt hands were outstretched soothing a
face. She was cooing the song they used to hum at night in their meetings. She sat with the dead, cooing to them
like babies, strumming the heaving and clatter of air passages and limbs until someone came. The overseer, the
driver, de Lambert himself. The morning had turned to day. It was the bluest driest sky. The grass dew-wet only
an hour ago was now dry and stiff, a few cicadas whining, a donkey braying from thirst. Day here always stunned
by sunlight, Marie Ursule sat there humming like any night.
“This is but a drink of water,” she told them when they killed her.
“This is but a drink of water,” they heard her say after they broke her arms dragging her. After they put the
rope around her neck, after she confessed gladly to her own name alone,
“This is but a drink of water to what I have already suffered.”
But she’d sent eyes full like an ocean. She’d sent singing. Even she dense with her poison did not understand
the exact reason why. What she understood was plain as a rope and a whip, so she sent Bola, and her singing and
her eyes full like the moon when the ocean rises. She had counted more than all the counting-house clerks and
merchants and ship’s captains and nuns. She had calculated in no more than a vanity and an iron-ringed foot.
Marie Ursule would not have changed her mind if she’d known that what she had saved was girls eighteen
years if a day with liquor on their breath and razors in their panty hose and men casually holding their genitals,
standing on street-corners and hovering around community-centre halls. Yes, it was true these might be her sums.
Clothes on their bodies undone and their own feet breaking, breaking like dried earth, and their throats yelling out
on roadsides or in madhouses, hair standing wide, and open and desperate looks in their eyes. She’d summed up
all these outpourings of the body and cracked mind.
She’d sent her vanity and her joy, and that morning, when she woke up in the vermilion light and dreamed her
child singing from far off on the shoulder of Kamena, she’d sent whatever wasn’t spoiled, with no hope of
gratitude or remembrance. If her descendants might emerge, sore and disturbed, in another century—well, it
reflected only a moment in her mind, a little passion which she indulged herself in, and Bola would add the rest,
all be ginnings, all catastrophes, like lust.
And yes, she heard Bola calling but she, Marie Ursule, was from another life, done already, and no charm
could make her leave off and run with them to Terre Bouillante or where they might go. Though charm could
make her feel the broken chest of Kamena deciding and not deciding to leave the child, charm could make her see
Bola’s crushing flight of red ibises and battle of crabs; charm could make her own conjuring of nuns’ dust
assemble a spectral estate for her child’s safekeeping. To run, to step from where she stood in front of the pan
bubbling with curare, to have followed or answered Bola’s singing—“Marie Ursule, Marie Ursule”—would have
blighted it all, pushed her out of her time and blighted it all. All was beyond her now—something that belonged in
the water in Bola’s eyes.
She, Marie Ursule, was not someone who could live another century. And she could not afford longing or pity
for herself. She would wait only that moment, her feet tied now, and her hands lifeless already. Waiting in the
stocks, showing them how she, Marie Ursule, had devastated them. Her face was swollen and bleeding and her
eyes almost shut from their beating. Her gray dress was clotted with blood. The threads were stiff and rewoven in
the bleeding of her body. She would wait only long enough to dream the man-o’-war nuns spreading black wings
to hide her child. She would wait only long enough to resurrect the damned—the one with her muttering and
counting, the other with her hovering shame. Long enough to dream them back to what they owed when they
were finished with her and passed her on to de Lambert. The one holding the rope, the one looking at her.
Marie Ursule waited only that moment, for her memory to thicken their shapes so Kamena could see them and
the child hear the ocean beside which they lived, and that was enough. Kamena with his heart bursting from
fatigue and the child sleeping on his shoulder. She would make him see their shapes knowing that they could not
hurt him anyhow. Then she would succumb to torture, peel off her skin in the flamed bonfire they had prepared
for her as if hanging her were not enough. Then she would leave, leave the dream dreaming itself, then and only
then.
“This is but a drink of water …”
She did not spare de Lambert her last look, she had seen all she needed to—their faces, de Lambert’s, mashed
and broken in incredulity and terror and loss and sadness—she was too busy going her way now. To tell the truth
he didn’t look at her any more either. She was a catastrophe but one he would recover from. He had to go about
his business proving that the rebellion was instigated from another estate, proving liability and weaning sympathy
from the Governor and calling for harsher penalties and punishments of slaves. He had to get compensation for
the dead slaves and for his temporary ruin.
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It was the day before New Year’s day, one week since his bad fortune. He had a christening to go to, his
youngest child’s, and the week-long sentencing of Marie Ursule was all but over. Her hair matted in blood, her
face so battered she was unrecognizable. The missing child Bola he surmised was buried already. There was no
sign of her. A small grave would turn up some day in the field. Marie Ursule was about to hang, saying calmly and
bluntly,
“This is but a drink of water to what I have already suffered.”
2
“Stay here,” Kamena had said.
In the grand swamp miles and miles away now. Stay here. Someone will soon come. One day a village had
sunk and the swamp rose up with swamp grass and enamel fish and frogs, and the village had subsided under. A
whole village, bell and garrison, big houses and barracoons.\fn{Enclosures in which black slaves were confined for a
period} Crabs and mud had taken over, hard fish and walking birds, sucking water and pools of dry ground that
came and went. Someone would come. Bola saw Kamena’s shoulders moving away, shoulders she had been
sitting on, had fallen asleep on, bitten and sucked. The sun had burned her head until she fell asleep and then he
had let her down and said,
“Stay here, someone will come.”
Half a day or longer she could not tell. Days were not how she measured time as yet. She measured time with
the face of Marie Ursule. So she stooped in the swamp, waiting. She listened to trees squeak and bush breeze, and
stooped with her dress knotted around her small knees.
Crab-land. No one but runaways came here. The sunken village did not frighten them as much as what they’d
run from. All around her were holes busy with crabs skittering in and out. Brown and white thick-shelled land
crabs crawled out of their holes, waving their big gundies at her. Their eyes would rise perpendicular, wave and
tremble, curious at her presence. Bola opened her mouth and sang tuneless ahs and looked up at the sky between
the bush’s ahs and the tree’s ahs. Then she opened her mouth to drain spit onto the soft tenuous floor of the
swamp. Kamena had left her on a round stump of land damp and grassy, a tree growing out of it. The swamp was
misty and quiet and she listened to it, afraid and not afraid.
“Stay quiet, someone will come. Don’t answer until you hear your name,” he’d said. “Stay quiet.”
The swamp was quiet, the birds were quiet, the village, bell and garrison, big houses and barracoons, all dying
quiet. So she let out ahs, ah-ing with the bush and trees and heard her sounds hush the mist and the heat.
Sometimes flies buzzed around her and she clapped them hard, giggling. She heard her clapping returning to her
and she heard her giggling returning and snatched them back remembering Kamena’s
“Stay quiet.”
Hearing her clap, a crowd of red ibises sprang to flight and she was so startled she coughed to catch her breath.
A catastrophe of red choked her, its swoop upward sucked the air out of the earth, lighting the swamp with fire,
only to sweep back again to where she had not seen them till now, red from their toes all the way to their beaks,
blood-feather red. She lost her breath as they took over the earth, the small sky that was over her, and she coughed
and coughed to catch her breath. She breathed the color red and it was dusty and full of feathers and she raised her
small arms over her head to stop it.
Someone will come. Was this someone then, this red fire deluge of birds that made her cough? Marie Ursule,
her mother, said,
“Everything is a sign. What don’t meet you don’t pass you. Not every message come by hand or by mouth.
Sometimes the beasts and birds is telling you something.”
Did Kamena say wait for someone or wait for a sign?
Fire birds must be a big sign, crabs’ perpendicular eyes and fire birds burning the air. A sign.
It is close to night and crimson birds swoop in again to roost, sucking the air from her small sense of earth and
she is covered in them, still coughing to catch her breath. She cries for Marie Ursule as evening is coming. She
only knows time in the memory of Marie Ursule now. She has not seen her since the early dark of another
morning and all these signs do not look like the face of Marie Ursule.
*
Kamena has left her here. He will come for her two days later after he finds his way to Terre Bouillante, and if
he cannot find his way to Terre Bouillante he will have to take her to the nuns. He cannot travel with the child any
more. He has to move faster to find the Maroon camp and so he decides to leave her in the crab-lands, no one will
look there, no one will go near a drowned village with a dying quiet bell and garrison, big houses sunk in silence
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and barracoons crushed in stillness. And Kamena will tell her how to pray and set her mind to one thing until he
returns. So, “Stay here, I go come back soon, soon,” he says.
Kamena had made his way to Terre Bouillante before and he had not made his way so much as dreamed it, and
been so lost he’d found it. Terre Bouillante, the Maroon camp everyone had run to after the militia had surprised
them in the Arauc hills. And Kamena, not knowing then that the militia had overcome the Maroon camp in the
Arauc hills, had first headed to Arauc, setting off in a shower of rain. Three dead and fifteen recaptured, but many
had escaped, away, twenty-eight, farther away to Terre Bouillante. Terre Bouillante was undetectable because of
the rain that fell around it and grew the forest so thick. And the fugitives had left it undisturbed, so that the militia
could not pass through.
One season ago, in a heavy, heavy rain, as rains are here, Kamena had made his way from Mon Chagrin to
Arauc only to find everyone gone and the dead bodies of three, their heads on sticks as warning. He arrived
fortunately days after, by the look and smell. He had felt an uneasy bird-less silence as he’d made his way there.
Some sense had told him to cover himself with bush, making day for night. Sleeping, if he could call it sleep, in
the day, and skirting the hills at night, pushing closer and closer to the camp or where he thought the camp might
be. Then he had come upon the abandoned place with its rotting smell and warning.
He didn’t know what to do next but he was sure that some had got away. Sure. They couldn’t kill everyone and
they couldn’t take everyone. So he roamed the bushes and bamboo, giving each direction two days. That is how
long he determined that the dead ones had been dead. How far they could get to in two days is how far he
imagined they’d go, leaving some sign in their hurry. And how far he went, until his legs turned to wooden spikes
and then to lead; until lying down one night to sleep, after doubling and tripling his way to this certain night, he
heard a sucrier, the sugar bird, whistling.
Sucriers didn’t whistle at night, nor had he seen any during the day. This was either Terre Bouillante or else the
militia had found him. Maybe he was so tired he had made his way back to where he’d started out, Mon Chagrin,
and it was morning and his eyes had deceived him and light was dark or dark was light. Hunger had confused him
many times already and he had been compelled to sit down and sleep even in the broad daylight with his eyes
wide open.
And so the sucrier singing in the night was a sign, if it was night, and if it was a sucrier, and if not it was the
militia or Terre Bouillante, because he imagined Terre Bouillante as somewhere where sucriers sang at any hour
just to make him feel good in his heart. But if it was the militia, then he felt sick, sick and unable to move out of
their reach. He was asleep covered in whole sheets of rain so steady, so blistering, he felt himself drown far from
any ocean, far from any river up here in thick forests, which mangled his breath and did not leave light, but made
way for infinities of rain.
The land was steep, hundreds of feet high, and the Maroon camp he determined must be at the highest point for
safety. It was rainy season when Kamena tried to find the camp. Sheets of rain fell. Slate sheets that were sharp
and stinging. Rain, which now confused him, beating him, unceasing, blocking his way to Terre Bouillante. But
rain had been his thinking when it fell so many days and so relentlessly that he was sure of the season. Rain,
which had made his mind up for him to find Arauc. Rain, when no one would follow him or notice for some time
that he was gone from Mon Chagrin, and although it would slow him it would also slow whoever was behind him.
They wouldn’t spare a company on one man in the rainy season, and he was only one man and not a dangerous
man just a tired man, not even a man who knew where he was going, only that he had heard and knew somehow
the general direction.
So when he got to Arauc and found the heads on sticks only two days new, he sat there under them, trembling
for a while, and then he prayed to them and asked their direction and thanked them for leading him here without
the militia seeing him. And then he buried them after saying more prayers and thanked them again, touching them
gently as they had not been touched, showing them that he did not scorn them and talking to them as they had not
heard, not to curse him or leave their jumbie on him but to bless him and move his feet again. When he was
finished giving them their rest and whatever little ceremony he could afford, he headed wherever five days took
him, when he thought that it was two in several directions. The days had spun him around, and the slaking rain
beat him so hard he lay down in surrender and opened his mouth. If he was not to drown in the sea he would
drown in the rain. And then he had heard the sound of a sucrier. The fatal knowledge of his life sang the sucrier
into capture.
Terre Bouillante was more than two days away from the last Maroon camp, more than five. And Kamena had
wandered more than five. He’d wandered so far as to be right in Terre Bouillante, but his body was his only
register, where hunger takes over sight and worry turns to gloaming.\fn{ Twilight; dusk} All he saw was the rain and
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the thick forest of teak and bullet trees and primeval tangle. Red macaques screamed through his ears. Bearded
birds and jacamars lived there too, parrots, red and blue macaws high in the silk cottons. Feather and fine bones
landed on his tongue. His blood singing in his ears sounded as sweet as sugar birds. They were flying close to his
face, brushing his head, and he heard the beat and flutter of wings as incessant as the rain until he thought that it
was his own heart, and his skin was covered with feathers and the silk of birds.
The sky closed to his feet, closed in rain and cloud until he bent and seemed to share one sliver of a horizon
with flying birds and monkeys and insects. He crawled along the horizon now with the closing sky, room enough
as under a bed, and the flutter around him beat more furiously and he felt the hearts of birds and rain and monkeys
next to his own. He felt their hearts and his as if he were holding them in his hands, and he felt his body weep as
if it were melting.
When somebody had tied a rope around his belly in the rain and half dragged him to Terre Bouillante through
the mud and forest, he was not alive in any plain way. He had only stumbled through the screaming forest, hoping
that he was not being dragged back to Mon Chagrin. Whoever was pulling him would not stop and he fell many
times, hooked into the big roots of silk cotton, his face slashed by palmiste hanging low down. Whatever was
around him was dense, and he still felt the soft veins of birds and heard the red ‘monkeys’ cackle, raucous and
grating; he saw their eyes’ black light and heard the whip of their limbs in the trees.
Entering Terre Bouillante was like entering his own blood. Tangled in the rope and in the trees, he gave up any
control, his body becoming porous and falling apart like rotted meat. He was sure that when he arrived it was just
his torso left with the rope tied around. He was sure that he was what the forest leaves, like what a shark leaves, or
a hoe leaves in a root or time leaves in a crevice.
*
When he arrived at Terre Bouillante he woke up to the smell of coconut smoke. Bony legs filled his swollen
eyesight when he turned his head. His head was numb and felt dense as if he were a small thing inside his great
flesh. He lay on a mud pallet unable to move except for the pained movement of his neck. For some time his
eyelids could not rise beyond the ashen legs of those he wanted to thank if only his lips would help. He saw only a
gray-black face when it descended beside him to check his breathing or put water in his mouth. He heard an
argument about what to do with him, and silence after it was decided to give him a little of what they had until he
could do for himself.
In the days that followed, fingers fed him a pap of crushed roots and seepings of warm brown metallic water.
The parameters of his gaze extending with the unswelling of his healing body, he made out the ragged group, their
faces gaunt from hunger, their limbs emaciated to sticks. Yet the mist of Terre Bouillante shrouded them in
glowing, their movement soft and blissful as delirium. He could not tell how many of them there were even after
he had fully recovered. Fugitives came and left, looking for food or looking for other places to hide. In Kamena’s
time there no one who left returned.
Terre Bouillante was desolate. A clearing cleared by streams and fissures of hot water bursting as if in fright. A
constant mist and hiss, which nevertheless Kamena learned to read quiet in, utter quiet. The hiss of fissures
became the quiet itself for the Maroons, melding into its definitions, so that they could detect a change in the day,
a coming attack by the militia if it ever arrived, or the dreamed-out swollen body of another fugitive.
On the edges of the clearing, the Maroons tried to plant a few roots, wild tania and yams which came up poor
and stunted. They hunted agouti and iguana and managed a half-starved living. In the flat heat of days they
languored on the edge of the clearing, on the edge of life itself. Terre Bouillante was desolate and better, better
than Mon Chagrin or Mon Repos or Calendria or Petit Valley or Belmont or any other estate they had fled. Terre
Bouillante was peace.
Kamena acquired its ghostliness. He had arrived with his own quiet. He had no memory of his own mother,
and what he knew of his life was not worth remembering. Only the whispering of names of places to escape from
slavery. Only Marie Ursule, whom he loved and envied, with her one ear and her skipping walk. He would have
died with her if she’d willed him to, he knew. He loved her fatal resolve but he himself could only think of
escaping. He realized with a blessed relief that she did not mean him to follow her. Following was not what was
needed for that journey, no one could take you or compel you. To embrace the thought of death the way the Sans
Peur needed to was to embrace it with willingness.
He was not willing. He had not come to the end of himself yet. He loved Marie Ursule going her way and
expecting him to go his. He wanted peace. Terre Bouillante with all its boiling hiss and hunger made him
peaceful.
Their only pact had been that when he had found his way he would return for the child that morning: the day
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before Christmas, 1823. He had been turning into a ghost in Terre Bouillante since the rainy season began. Now it
had ended and he had returned to Mon Chagrin for the child.
Now having left Marie Ursule in a vermilion morning with her hands burning, now having taken her child on a
promise, he was not sure if he could find his way back to Terre Bouillante again, to find the place where he would
roll under the sky with the child, to find the sliver of horizon with the crowd of macaques and parrots and hearts.
What had happened to him before had become sacred to him and unimaginable and perhaps something he could
do only once. If he had to follow every step he made the last time, then he was likely lost. It was another season
and a different place.
Now there was no rain to drown him, only Marie Ursule’s vermilion morning going about its own business.
3
It was as if Terre Bouillante had never existed or as if he needed days of walking and thirst to find it, days of
hunger and confusion; it was as if he needed bewilderment and sheets of rain, as if he needed the end of himself
somehow and his last moment of hope and when he was beyond it. But now, with certainty in his steps, with a bag
of water and a child singing, he could not arrive at the boiling mud or the impenetrable forest around it. He could
not find the closing sky with the birds and macaques.
This time, with the child on his back and the season dry, he was alive, and could not summon up his way to
Terre Bouillante. He had left her there in the mud swamp and he had gone circling himself, imploring the ground
to open and let him in. When it didn’t he walked back to the crab-lands to collect the child, thinking all the way to
abandon her and vexed with himself, thinking all the way that she had spoiled his eyesight with her singing. Marie
Ursule was probably in the stocks already and she would not know that he had not done what he promised or that
he had left Bola there for crabs and birds to devour her in their own hunger. But whether it was what he owed
Marie Ursule or fear of her, or the child singing in his blood now instead of the sucrier, he turned back to her.
His chest was breaking. All the fine passage to Terre Bouillante he had laid in it was lost. The child on his
shoulder turning him into wood, his own memory deserting him. That wonderful day when he was dragged to
Terre Bouillante and emerged in the clearing of lush peace—when he couldn’t find it again he was homesick,
homesick and homeless, and he wanted to lie on the ground and have it take him. He didn’t want to go back for
the child, he wanted to find Terre Bouillante as he had found it when he was dead, as if finding a childhood. But
he could not remember for the life of him, so he returned for the child where he had left her and said, when he
saw her calling for her mother, that Marie Ursule’s dreaming was his next destination.
He was not Marie Ursule’s man, not her brother and not her child’s father, but they had lain in the same shack
and breathed the same air of broken fields and broken hearts. And if something had been done between them, if
their bodies had opened to each other like earth where too much has been planted and the soil gets weary and
crumbles, he was still more her brother than the child’s father. Marie Ursule had told him when to run and how to
go and that was why he had to return to take the child, and when his passion for Terre Bouillante could not lead
him back to it with or without Bola he had to return to her in the crab-land to hear her sing, “Marie Ursule, Marie
Ursule,” so that he could gain his direction again.
He was a quiet man and made like wood, and her song told his green center where to go, and when he saw
Bola sitting crying and humming to the crabs and the red rain of ibises he knew that after he took her to where
Marie Ursule led him he would find his country again. He would find Terre Bouillante and the place where he
rolled under the sky and felt the hearts of birds. He was nobody in this world and he wanted to go to his own, he
wanted the sky to close after him. He wanted his life and his quiet world. So he came back, and he lifted Bola to
his shoulders and she drenched him in a shower of tears like a rain forest and he put one foot in front of the other
and she led him out with her singing.
4
The two old nuns are standing in the doorway. They are waiting in the place where Bola will end up, where she
will discover the sea and the rock out in the sea. They have been here since her mother’s time and before. Bola
sees that they are from eternity. They are from God, and they are nothing that truly exists. It is a story that Marie
Ursule has told her. She sees them in the doorway before she discovers the sea. And she sees that they are
crumbling. She sees their figures in habits dampened by their strangled pores, pressed by countless suns, black
and white turned black, their several hundred years particled in fine little grains. She sees their faces gone over by
wood ants’ and weevils’ gnawing, moss drying for no moisture, the man-o’-war gowns held up like old cupboards
for old keepsakes, and she screams.
“Hush child,” Kamena says, “what do you? Ça qua fait na?”
“Dust!” she screams, “Dust,” and he cautions her,
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“Quiet, you and me alone see, keep your tongue in your head.”
His voice is rough with his own grief. They draw closer and Bola grips Kamena’s shoulder, tightens her small
legs around his neck and mutters,
“Dust.”
Nearer, Kamena walks across the marl stone yard, the child Bola growing from his neck. Nearer, toward the
nuns, several hundred years coming into full sight. Her gifts bring them into a kind of being.
“What live here?” she asks Kamena.
“Nothing,” he says, “Not one living thing but we.”
Moths and winged ants fly out of them, cincindela, aphids, parasol ants, chasseurs, boring beetles stirred, jack
Spaniards and razor grinders, disturbed, hum in confusion. Their several hundred years, long folded, shake out
and hover together; two shapes held together by dust and insects and this time by Marie Ursule’s dreaming.
There is time that is always happening. The time that is lost or forgotten or deliberately misplaced; the time
well left unremembered or the time that is wasted on human stupidity; and the time that is unresolved and
therefore unmoving, held there by frail wills, the acts of a day and all disappointments. Mere Marguerite de St.
Joseph and Soeur de Clemy are buried in this time. There is time in this archipelago that returns and returns
because no one truly belongs here except the Arawak close to extinction and the Carib retreating into denser
interiors down the South American Main. The rest are cargoes of human beings without a recognizable landscape,
whether they are slaves or masters. Marie Ursule counts on time’s requital to summon the Ursulines. Kamena’s
walk, an unsteady dactyl,\fn{Metrical foot} draws closer still to the nuns’ regeneration.
“More dust, all dust, Kamena, all dust.”
This is the beginning of Bola’s psalmody. Her art to living begins now, her art to time and determining what is
more alive and therefore more of what she wants.
Long before Bola discovers the sea these two old Ursulines have been hovering and multiplying. Long after,
they are still. They are dead by any empirical sign, their novices have died, their overseer, their cattle, have died,
skins withered to paper with work; their goats dried to drum skins; their convent crumbled to another civilization
of rocks and chiton and cytheria, paludina vivipara and triton; crumbled to lancet bats and scorpions, crushed in
the liquid silk of snails and the powdered gold of wood ants. All, died.
Except, nothing dies. Nothing disappears with finality along this archipelago. Time is a collection of forfeits
and damages.
Colonies of life’s acts inhabit time here.
The Ursulines had long perfected their circumspect hovering, having to make their way without too much
offence. To minister without ministering, to be there without being there, but to be called by God and to live and
to minister to the vast amount of heathens—the endless work of God. Called. First to minister to the Indians, the
Caribs, conceited heathens forgot the prayers the moment they were out of your sight and were baptized as many
times as they could have new goods but went back to their own ways the minute your back was turned. Called.
And invulnerable to resistance. Like man-o’-war birds, the great frigates that follow ships and whales, the
Ursulines were even invulnerable to air, that is, time. Called to transform it into the breath of God.
So, like the man-o’-war, there and not there, the Ursulines had entreated to be sent, to make passage to the
New World, since 1691. Begging the sols\fn{ The ancient term for a coin minted in the time of Louis XVI, replaced over the
course of the 17th century by the term sou} for board and lodging, on October twenty-eighth, 1691, they had embarked
from La Rochelle, with two novices, on the ship Tranquille in choppy and treacherous seas and under the
captain’s compliments and his table they reached Martinique on the twenty-ninth of January, 1692. The dangers
had only strengthened their faith and improved their quietness. And something else besides. The Caribbean taught
the nuns how to multiply, as it taught all who came here mathematics.
How to multiply ground and ton-loads of sugar and cocoa and whale oil and anything they turned their hand
and someone else’s labor to.
And the Ursulines learned how to multiply their own years also. They had moved, skittering down the
archipelago (as they had skittered down the centuries also), Guadeloupe, Deasade, St. Vincent, since their
jurisdiction was contested by the Jesuits who had laid claim to their holdings as the superior order on the island of
Martinique. The Jesuits, being wonderful mathematicians themselves, claimed that the Ursulines were under their
rule according to the orders of the king, and therefore owed them the profits of their slave holding. And here the
Ursulines came and remained, multiplying on the last Caribbean island—La Trinidad—before islands exhaust
themselves in coral and rock and cactus.
And Bola, hanging onto the back of Kamena, perceives Mere Marguerite de St. Joseph and Soeur de Clemy
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more than one century later. The gift her mother had given her, allowing Bola to fall out of her belly like a moon,
this gift makes Bola see beyond the conclusions that flesh can come to. There they are in the doorway, Mere
Marguerite de St. Joseph and Soeur de Clemy; a stilling whirl of their journeys, vanities, patience and penance,
and what they could not keep out. Coronula diadema adheres to their skins, and the air they exhale is of castor
seed and iron and lime, scorched Guinea grass and rain.
Mere Marguerite de St. Joseph is the tall one; when her arms stretch out powder falls, yellow clay with sand
and marl, particles of asphaltum, shells. Soeur de Clemy is the one who resembles everything and nothing, her
arms are folded but her lips mutter multiplications of sugar canes ratooning. Their skin is like smoke and rotted
parchment.
Mere Marguerite opens her mouth in a kind of welcome and Bola sees gushing dust fall out instead of sound.
She raises her arm to touch Bola who is afraid of falling into her mouth and ducks beneath her arm, whining,
“Dust, Kamena.”
“Hush up, I tell you already, child, you want me to take you back to the crabs?”
The big gundied land crabs wave in her memory.
“These two is worse.” Kamena says nothing and stops, then continues thinking and discovers a metaphor,
saying then,
“Well, dust can’t hurt you.” For a few more steps, he says,
“It could be fire.”
A slow man himself but certain, his neck is like a tree that she grows out of and to the incorporeal Ursulines it
must look like salvation and resurrection coming toward them. A cross and something living growing out of it.
Kamena’s black chest like living wood and the child growing from him.
The first time she saw the sea she did not see it. It was night and she heard it break and wash before she saw it.
She had heard its noise big as her breath when she’d opened her mouth in the swamp quiet and the red birds had
fired into the swamp sky. Kamena had said to her, that is the sea, when she’d asked what noise was that that
sounded like her breath. That is the sea, don’t play with it.
Kamena had come back for her and fetched her from the swamp when it was so late she had thought that all
her sighing would stop and the crabs collect her and drag her to their holes piece by piece. They had gathered
around her, a whole riot of crabs, threatening gundies waving, and busily skittering sideways. The mud was
puckered and dried stiff where the holes opened and crabs sidled in and out as if she were intruding and they had
to be on their guard. She had stayed as still as possible, hoping that Kamena would return and thinking about what
sign this was, and when she thought, they quietened, and when she noticed them again, they scrambled sideways
toward her, clattering arms raised. Between the devastation of red birds and the running riot of blue crabs she had
thought of signs.
Man-o’-war, in black and white, Bola saw the Ursulines waiting, floating like frigate birds at the end of the
marl entrance. Marie Ursule had summoned them with all of her poisoned will, all her life boiling at the fire that
morning. She had summoned them the way one summons a bad memory believing it to be as useable as a good
one. They are a story Marie Ursule once told Bola, a juju\fn{Protective charm} to save her from pain by summoning
pain itself.
The little girl remembers it now as she and Kamena move toward the entrance of Culebra Bay. The entrance is
dead coral-white and empty, the nuns appear, called by several imaginations. And they, so seduced by penances,
had come, though they had come with the industry they knew—slavery, and their regular regimen of prayer and
punishment, passion and hesitation. But they had heard her nevertheless and collected themselves, dust and
crushed debris, Mere Marguerite trying to hold the visitors to her bosom, Soeur de Clemy taking a rope in her
hand. These nuns who disappeared each morning and evening to mutter to themselves in a place with flowers and
a man long dead whom they have placed in the stocks hanging above a table. Man-o’-war birds floating in and
out, when only by looking up you would see them, not hearing them come in or leave. Not one sound sometimes.
But they were good with money, purchasing this estate with their wit, with Soeur de Clemy’s francs and letters
patent and grants from their king, and trading and doing what quiet people do, watching for their chance. They
had bought the estate on Culebra Bay and nineteen slaves from the filibusters, not telling their king, not showing
it on the accounts, and living longer than they were supposed to live, not letting their king know either, not
showing their longevity in their books; a century of taxes unpaid. Quiet as ever, like man-o’-war birds no one
knows where they alight, but look up in the mornings and they’re ringing a bell and in the evening disappearing
where, no one is sure.
They hover. Mere Marguerite and Soeur de Clemy. They hover over the boiling house with its piercing odor of
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caramelizing sugar, the drying trays of rancid cracked coconut, and the small stunted field and the sea. The
nineteen slaves exist now only in several imaginations. Even there, every day, washing, digging, weeding, their
movements are infected with the nuns’ hovering. The boiler keeper’s hand lingers in the air and the plantain grove
keeper’s cutlass hovers over the grass before descending. The weeders notice weeds grow again in the middle of
pulling. The donkey stops in the middle of walking around the mill, or in the middle of eating it grows thin. So
everything is slow and hesitates on the estate, tripling and doubling its time. The air is humid with fermentation.
Yet a step toward the sea and rusting spray and wind begin abruptly, undoing the spell of the Ursulines.
Mere Marguerite de St. Joseph is the tall one, the one who hovers the most, she moves in wisps like smoke.
Soeur de Clemy is the one who looks like no one and everyone and cannot be seen. The one who is good with
figures, calculates in leather ledgers the lard, the hogs, the gallons of oil, the digging tools, the steps to the boiling
house, how long it will take, how many ratios of cornmeal, how many bananas, the plantains, the cassava, the
spoonfuls of sugar. That one must be God’s accountant. In the evening and the morning she arrives with his ledger
books as he, stiffly, all wooden, stands in the stocks above the altar. She declaims his properties: butterflies, hoe
handles, drops of water; she has kept note of rain ants and pans of milk, beads of sweat and leaflets to a tamarind
tree; how many lashes will open the seam in skin and, not to overreach herself, how long she and Mere
Marguerite would have to live to keep it all in order.
Ursuline man-o’-war Soeur de Clemy, though she is only a ghost, a remembrance, she counts the fingers on
Bola’s hand, as she’d counted Marie Ursule’s—their weight and thickness and length—and she determines small
weeding, picking up stones; then hauling bagasse,\fn{The fibrous matter that remains after sugarcane or sorghum stalks are
crushed to extract their juice:W } bringing water, growing bigger, tall, thin, broad-shouldered, slim-hipped, nine
children swimming, water watcher, she says, counting into Bola’s maturity, muttering her destiny. Her fingers on
Bola’s light and not there, sending needles through the little girl, giving her prickly heat.
The broken rooms of their ruins are full of their hovering. All that is left of their estate house is blanched white
caking stone that breaks off at the touch. All that is left are impressions of rooms and windows and doorways,
lice-eaten and gone. A door opens to a pool of fish, another to a mangle of hoes and green fungus, a window
question-marks the sea. A certain corner that once had a piano is now full of dried sea fans washed up from some
ambitious storm. There are the vain directions of walls, climbing only to fall down in pebbled ennui.\fn{Exhaustion} The floors are what woodlice and water and sand moss might make of a floor, and then taken over by
scorching heat again, dried to a white fragile powder.
This place is imagined over and over again. Each fragment belonging to a certain mind—a reverie, a version—
each fragment held carelessly or closely. Which is why it still exists. Nothing happened here. Nothing extraordinary for its time. Two nuns held slaves like any priest or explorer or settler in the New World. It is the others,
the ones they held, who keep the memory, who imagine over and over again where they might be. It is they who
keep these details alive and raw like yesterday. They twist and turn in all imaginations to come, in plain sight or in
disguise. This fragile place and its muscular dreams. Nothing really happened here.
Standing idle at the insubstantial window, Bola senses Mere Marguerite de St. Joseph, she smells her smoke
and turns but no Mere Marguerite is in the room. Bola’s eyes fall on the door and there is the shadow of a man-o’war tipping away. They play a game, she and the spirit of the dead Mere Marguerite de St. Joseph. She tries to
catch Mere Marguerite hovering and screams when she sees her shadow. Mere Marguerite, the one who hovers
the most, has to cut her hovering in two to surprise the little girl. She changes her rhythm to fool Bola, she triples
her hovering one day, doubles it the other and tells Soeur de Clemy to mutter to the little girl not to scream so
much.
“Don’t, cacao, scream so much, a thousand francs, Mere Marguerite de St. Joseph don’t like it,” Soeur de
Clemy mutters in her ear but Bola doesn’t hear so much as she sees brittle dust crumbling and Soeur de Clemy
counting,
“Seven bags of cacao by three-quarter so far will bring a profit of one thousand francs.”
Whatever Soeur de Clemy thinks she is saying, by now she is so full of additions that only figures mutter from
her mouth. Other facts distract her so much she translates them into numbers.
These years were the age of counting, they were the age of expertise, it was modernity, the New World, little
additions and subtractions, increments of stock marked the time, and Soeur de Clemy, Soeur de Clemy had always
needed exactness, which is why she had joined the Ursulines. A little vanity to be in the world but mindful of her
troth to God, modernity was the will of the Lord. And now she translated prayers into numbers and short phrases,
sums for easier understanding. Holy Mary, three hundredweight rum, sixty poulets,\fn{Chickens} mother of God,
pray for us sinners. . . .
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The Ursulines, in 1824, long dead, are airing and waiting in the resurrected doorway of their estate at Culebra
Bay for Bola, as they once waited for Marie Ursule, muttering their piece. They are a story Marie Ursule once told
Bola.
5
After Bola saw the sea, walking into a house was like walking into a wall, a barrier to the open, because this is
what Marie Ursule had seen in her child’s eyes, the sea, and a journey to be made that melts the body. She had
seen the child in the sea. When she looked into Bola’s eyes when Bola sang out her name, “Marie Ursule, Marie
Ursule,” and Marie Ursule heard some urgency in the singing and ran to her, then when she looked into Bola’s
eyes she saw the sea.
“Is what you call me for?” And the child would only reply,
“Marie Ursule, Marie Ursule.”
“Is what you call me for I say?”
“Water, Marie Ursule, Marie Ursule.”
Marie Ursule saw water in the child’s eyes. So much water she dabbed it away, but more and more came. It
wasn’t tears. It was the sea.
“What kind of child I make, eh? What kind of child?” Marie Ursule lamented, dabbing the sea out of her eyes
and almost drowning there herself. Seeing iron melt and dirt washed and nothing she could understand, whole
islands sink and rocks and big mountains of ice and barbed wire and fences and stalls and tunnels and lights that
were not lanterns or flambeaux.\fn{Candelabra} And cities she did not know were cities. There in the sea, in the
middle of Bola’s eyes, Marie Ursule saw skyscrapers and trains and machines and streets, she saw winters and
summers and leaves falling in muddy roadways and on pavements, dams bursting and giving way and boats and
pirogues\fn{Canoes} crashed on shores and steamers on water far off and aeroplanes way up in the sky and she felt
a lifting she would never know. Her heart came like water in her hand and her face splintered in faces of coming
faces, and she knew that if it was the future she was looking at, then she was keeping this crazy child from it if
she took her along.
“Behave yourself, you hear. Don’t call me so much.”
“Oui, Marie Ursule,” the child said, stopping the sea.
Marie Ursule did not know what to make of this child she had made. The voice that came from the girl was as
sensible as any big woman’s. It often surprised her, and sometimes she knew it was not normal, this baby big
woman saying “Oui, Marie Ursule,” as if she were talking to a child herself and watching Marie Ursule’s every
move as if she did not belong to her and she was the mother.
In the days before the poisoning the child had cried incessantly. Though she cried without the sound of crying
but with the sound of laughter, showing Marie Ursule the future in case Marie Ursule forgot to leave her behind.
As if knowing what Marie Ursule must do. She had slipped out of Marie Ursule like the full moon at the bottom
of an exclamation point, full grown. She had to live a full century and sit in a rocking chair blowing in the dustkicked wind, listen all her life that was to come of voices and dreams and surfaces her fingers could feel; of faces
that would fall out of her thighs and stare at her in disbelief or fear or love.
After Bola saw the sea and the shadow of the Venezuelan mainland she knew what Marie Ursule took in her
eyes for strangeness. She remembered Marie Ursule saying,
“What you want from me, why you singing my name, eh? Ça ka fait na?”
She remembered that she wanted nothing, just to see Marie Ursule, just to see her and to tell her something that
she’d forgotten or did not know how to say when Marie Ursule arrived. She loved Marie Ursule’s face, the
comfort of its steady shape, since she felt her own face moving and unsteady and when she felt her small face
falling apart seeing Marie Ursule put it right, when she felt her fingers and her toes melting and her eyes welling
she needed Marie Ursule to stop the water and to see her so that she would know again.
“What you crying for, eh, Ça-qua-pleur? You want something to cry for, eh?”
She believed she could never live without Marie Ursule. Who would dab the ocean from her eyes? Who would
make her forget what she needed to say as soon as she arrived? Who could see into the other century that her eyes
saw and just wipe it away like no trouble but Marie Ursule? Because when Marie Ursule came, no matter how
rough she tried to be, she could not help seeing the ocean welling and the places that were to come. But even so
she had no time and wiped the waters away, saying
“Stop the crying, you hear me.”
And the child held on to Marie Ursule to stop the ocean that she herself could not see but felt, like all her small
self splitting apart.
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If Marie Ursule saw her eyes then she saw the Venezuelan Main too. She saw the big ragged map of the world.
She saw something fierce in Bola, a need to strain the ocean between her teeth like a rorqual\fn{Baleen whale}
swallowing flying fish, xiphias\fn{Swordfish} and baracouta, she saw Bola swimming into the future until she was
bloated like a sea thing. And though Bola didn’t see as much of it as Marie Ursule, no, she didn’t see cities and
syringes and ships and windows of pictures, Bola understood it more like lust, a taste in the mouth and a need that
hollowed the face in craving. It was not where Marie Ursule would arrive. Bola would go somehow.
II
To the slave population of the Island.
Knowing how much you all wish for receipt of those orders, which you have for a long time
expected, to release you from slavery and make you free, I have great satisfaction in announcing to
you, that the Parliament of Great Britain has at last after a great deal of trouble, completed the laws
and regulations, that have been found necessary on the great change, that is about to take place in
your condition; And the King’s orders which I have received to make known this to you, shall be
immediately obeyed, as soon as the Proclamation can be printed and sent round the island. To
prevent you however from forming hasty and wrong opinions upon the subject, and then meeting
with disappointment, I think it right to inform you, that no change whatever will take place in your
condition, until after next Crop time, and that when your slavery itself shall cease, you will still be
required to work for a certain time, for your former Masters, but under regulations different from
those to which you have hitherto been accustomed. With these new regulations you will become
acquainted before the time of your manumission. I have directed all Managers, Overseers, and
Magistrates—in short all white people throughout the island—to explain such parts of the new law,
as are most interesting to you: if you are not satisfied with what they tell you, you may come to me
for explanation: but take care that you do not come in greater numbers than two or three together. I
will not receive or speak to any body of slaves, either coming with complaints, or to ask for
information, that may exceed that number.
I have now only to express my hope and desire, that you will not allow the receipt of this
intelligence, to excite you to Acts of Insubordination, idleness or riot. You must recollect that you
are still under the same Owners and the same Laws as heretofore, though they will in a short time
be changed, and that it will be my duty (which you may depend upon it I will not neglect) to
support those Laws to the utmost, and that any ill-disposed Negroes, who may absent themselves
from their work, or advise others to do wrong, shall be selected as the fittest objects for severe
example. Be peaceable, be orderly, attend to your work with increased diligence, and show by your
good conduct, how much you value and deserve the blessings of freedom to which you will in a
certain time be admitted.

Sir George Fitzgerald Hill
Lieutenant-Governor,
Government House,
10 October 1833
This grudgeful news does not arrive at Culebra Bay. Its cheerless warnings, its jaundiced provisions are like so
many other things that are eaten up in Culebra’s coral tomb. Its authority is surpassed by the authority of Marie
Ursule’s act ten years ago when she woke up to the end of the world. It is useless to the two, Bola and Kamena,
living at Culebra Bay; it floats in the air like the resurrected spirits of Mere Marguerite de St. Joseph and Soeur de
Clemy. Even for those nuns it has come too late and admits too much besides, with words like manumission and
blessings and peace.
To those ill-disposed Negroes who need this news, it is a slap in the face and more dreadful waiting. Sir
George Fitzgerald Hill’s news is for Mon Repos and Mon Chagrin, Calendria, Belmont and the fifty-six estates
whose life now will be turmoil if he doesn’t exert full control. The owners are outnumbered by those who are
soon to be slaves no longer, and unrest will have to be put down severely. There have always been skirmishes with
ragged and desperate Maroons, but now they may become more daring.
But Culebra Bay is arrested in rock, crumbling and calcifying. It is arrested in rain and wind, it is held by
broken doorways and impressions of rooms, it is wreathed in sea spray and the separate business of its own beings
and spirits. Culebra Bay is abandoned, a Maroonage of two. Long thought of as blighted by leprosy, Culebra does
not receive the news. As Hill writes this notice to the few who can read it, there is a map on his desk. Culebra Bay
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is marked off there to the end of the island skittering off into islets and rocks. It has long been rumored that the
nuns died there of leprosy along with their slaves. For years, which have turned into decades and perhaps
centuries, no one has been there. Rumor has turned into truth and truth into myth and myth into superstition.
And it isn’t leprosy at all but time. And what inhabits time, all fears and guilts. It isn’t leprosy at all, it is the
stroke of a pen designating a certain place on a map as a repository of all the mind’s doubts and worries and
malevolence. Maps are such subjective things, borders move all the time. There are encroachments and retreats. A
map, like the one on Hill’s desk, can only describe the will of estate owners and governors. Or perhaps their
hopes. This map cannot note the great fluidity of maps, which is like the fluidity of air.
Paper rarely contains—even its latitudinal and longitudinal lines gesture continuations. Paper does not halt
land any more than it can halt thoughts. Or rain showers, for that matter. The best cartographer is only trying to
hold water, to draw approximations of rocks, inclines, bays, depths, plains.
How many spots does Hill take in, in an off-hand look, as he pens his notice, how many spots of runaways
retreating and encroaching; spots with sunken villages; leprous rocks; places where the Maroons are dangerous;
where little by little the owners have given way to “ill-disposed Negroes.” One year a ship’s cargo of slaves is
wrecked on the Anegada reef only to be seized and brought here from Tortola; one year several cargoes are
condemned at Cuba and sent to Trinidad to be put out as apprentices. A map does not contain the dispositions and
reflections that collect at a harbor, or what those people will do on arrival, which is to work out the way to
Maroonages, the way to rebellion, or for that matter, the ways to docility. Nor the stories of those escaped from
Venezuela walking over the waters like Jesus Christ or drowned babies; the rumors they bring back and spread of
fighting with Francisco de Miranda and Simon Bolivar for South American independence.
That is where a map succumbs to anarchy. Maps’ inadequacies give out here. A map of this island of Trinidad
is more and more like a map of the ocean then.
Hill writes his notice to hold the ocean back, commanding it to wait and be patient. He glances over the map,
and his stomach turns queasy at the thought of Culebra. Rumor has it too that one of those nuns, the one who
loved counting and multiplying, in this passion had a son by a slave. By the time Hill wrote his pre-proclamation,
blood is already commingled and paper will be needed to untangle it; also, sharp noses, in the future, will sniff out
racial mixtures like wine tasters and gourmets. The nun’s case was only more dramatic and disgusting than most
because of her habit.
Culebra at any rate is dead land now. At least there will be no petitions from there about lost revenues and
compensation for slavery’s end. All that remains there are some sea birds and coral dust and some contagion. He
does not care to worry. Safely abandoned.
*
In his own cartography, that of longings and muddled sight, this is what Kamena told Bola:
“The currents near this island is very strong and uncertain especially between this island and the Main. At the
full and change of the moon the sea will rise four feet perpendicular. The northeast trades blow all year round.
There is good anchorage at Englishman’s Bay, Manzanillo, Petit Trou and Leychelles. There is shoals at St.
Germain which makes a pilot needed. If you make this island toward evening and is afraid of running in with it,
you must not by any means lay to but stand to the southward under an easy sail, otherwise the current which
always set to the northwest or northeast will probably occasion your losing sight of the island and if it set
northwest would perhaps carry you so far to the leeward that you should not be able to fetch it again. In going in
to any of the bays to the leeward of the island you may go as near as St. Helen’s Rocks as you choose and if going
into Englishman’s Bay, may go as near to the north point of that bay as you please. Vessels sailing from the
eastward for the south side of the island must keep well to the southward, otherwise the current round Petit
Planche which run always to the northwest will sweep them away to the northwest. To the southwest there is
nothing to fear, till you come to Leychelles, except Culebra rocks.”
This is what Kamena told her and this is what she marked down in her head. Bola imagines the reaches of an
island, gathered from this fisherman and that runaway and that Maroon, from all of Kamena’s wanderings and the
stories he returned with, each corner of the island he doubled and redoubled to reach its interior, trying to find
Terre Bouillante. Each journey ends in regathered hopelessness and hope.
All his news was of shores and bays and oceans. All his maps were discourses for settlers. All his sightings
buried in a terrible poetry. All his footings slipped over cliff’s, sea skirts of creeping water whitened his toes. Each
time he circled himself he returned with rags of stories, droplets of suggestions to directions, which he showed
Bola, cupping his hands around them as if they would fall. He made drawings in the dirt, and positioning himself
so that a certain wind flailed his paper-thin body at a certain angle, he asked her to look that way. Was it the smell,
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the smoke of Terre Bouillante?
They arrived at Culebra Bay ten years ago. It was now 1833 and he had not found Terre Bouillante or given up
his search even if it only took him farther into his own mind. Sometimes without moving a step he thought that he
could feel Terre Bouillante close. Sometimes in his sleep he discovered a way and awoke fresh and happy only to
find himself at Culebra Bay. He was always hopeful that he would find Terre Bouillante again yet always fearful
that if he left Bola alone she could not survive. Even the end of slavery, and Hill’s notice which even so he had no
way of reading, did not make him abandon the desire for Terre Bouillante or his searching.
He cultivated patches of wild tania and wild yams, as the Maroons had done at Terre Bouillante in his small
time there, and he taught Bola how to gather water from the choked river running out to the sea. In some season
he taught her how to catch crabs from the mangrove along the river. He bided his time until she grew up so that he
would finally have no more obligations to Marie Ursule, already gone her way. But his mind was all on Terre
Bouillante.
His brooding silences almost made them both lose the very act of speech. The nature of language became all
directions and sighs.
Culebra was not the Maroonage he had wanted. He had not wanted the crumbling stones of this dead
plantation. He had wanted some place without any signs of such things. He wanted peace. But as usual Marie
Ursule had got him tangled up with these people. He had been willing to leave their presence, consider the debt
void, just for some peace. But vanity would not let Marie Ursule leave it that way. He had begged her the first
time to come with him and take the child with them to Terre Bouillante. She had said no, and only agreed for him
to come back, if he could, for the child. She wanted.to follow pain instead of peace. Not a day he didn’t wake up
in Culebra Bay and his heart wasn’t breaking for Terre Bouillante.
First, when she could bear it he left Bola for hours, then as she grew older, for days. His search for Terre
Bouillante redoubled when she could fend for herself. His mind was so ragged, Bola grew ragged; half hungry,
half fed, half thin when he could not find food, half fat when he did. He coming and going to get his bearings, she
waiting, they passed years in his longing silences and his muttering confusion. When Bola told him that he no
longer had to stay he could neither go nor remain.
She watched the Mainland across the water through the rain mist, and she learned the things he did not learn,
how a trumpet fish sings, how seaweed tastes, how to swim like fish, how to suck stones for thirst. Bola watched
the Main, she watched the skies, she watched the pelting rain, the steamy noons, the noons peaked in heat.
Kamena came and went, leaving her things to remember until he returned. The outskirts of the nuns’ dominion,
into which he often disappeared, loomed clearer as days turned into months. As months turned into years. Beyond
those outskirts the world itself had disappeared. The world of planters and masters and slaves and soul-breaking
labor. And of news and proclamations.
*
Between the specters of the nuns and Kamena’s frail charts to Terre Bouillante, her waking is like sleeping.
Often the distinct scent of something else more alive made Bola set off for the outskirts, the land horizon where
she saw Kamena disappear and where he warned her not to follow ever since they came here.
The outskirts are a semicircle ringed with short hills and thick growth. An old riverbed has left a white wash of
stone through the thick growth, leading to the sea. The bed is wide and blistering to the eyes when the sun is high.
In the rainy season the river tries to come alive and find its usual way to the sea but it is only a muddy trickle now.
In the dry season the stones are hot white and Bola loves the feel of hot pebbles under her feet and stoops to put a
warm stone in her mouth to comfort her hunger. She walks the length of the riverbed, stopping where it browns
into mangrove undergrowth. There are crabs there, big blue ones, and she hears the breaking of alligators against
the mangrove roots; the heave and thick splash of murky water farther along where the alligators dive and where
the mangrove remembers a river still and sends roots to the air for food.
When she was small she could not even make out the last place in the semicircle, let alone arrive there. All she
could make out was orange turning to green and white heat where the old riverbed is. And then, all in her mind
was her mother whose name was Marie Ursule. And fleeing from Mere Marguerite and brushing the dust of the
Ursulines out of her hair and eyes, she often thought of following Kamena but could not recall at which spot he
had disappeared so that she might go too.
Only gradually did she come to see the outskirts’ semicircle as more than its orange cloud turning green and
then brown, or come to see the glare of the riverbed as the warmth and food of its stones. Gradually, as one does
when one grows, earth finding its acreage, water its fathom, things finding their edges, their angles, she felt
herself humming into a kind of clarity. The awkward bone-jangling meditation of adolescence.
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Every year, as the outskirts came nearer and nearer into view as more than magic, more than conjuring, the
gauze and webbing of Marie Ursule’s spell fell away. Bola’s own angularity pierced through. Turning into her
own self, the outskirts witching into the world, her memory would fade of the things that happened before. Until
Kamena arrived again, reminding her with his urgent face. She felt tired from his face and at times wished that he
would stay away forever, find his place and leave her to hers, but no sooner would she wish this than she would
miss him, violently, and his desire for directions. She resigned herself to seeing him come and go, each time
returning with less of himself than before; leaving pieces of himself in each trace and gully he wandered.
Picking up stones and broken trees to keep pieces of the crumbled house together, planting wild tania and
greens, bringing water, catching fish, growing tall, thin, broad-shouldered, slim-hipped, seeing her blood, she
walked into the intelligence of her muscle.
Rounding the semicircle, the other horizon is the sea, and this is where Bola spends most days now. Going
down the riverbed to its mouth open to the sea, she feels the desire of the river driving to the ocean, pebbles
giving way to broken shells and sand. She can reach the sea. And the rock out there seems another land, her own,
where her circle is all water and not an orange horizon where Kamena disappears, or the still faint hovering of the
Ursulines. Rather the rock’s horizon, its circle, is the sea, and when it rains it is the color of the vermilion air that
morning when Marie Ursule was afraid the morning would come too quickly, the morning when Bola and
Kamena left Mon Chagrin.
When Kamena returns again, gaunt and worn through, he tells her,
“Hold this for me.” Telling her a measurement,
“Five days long in any direction from the crab-land should get you to Terre Bouillante if you are sleepy. You
must be famished and it must be after the rains come and count out twenty or so macaques, five parrot heartbeats,
the green ones, and sixty-five feathers, that is how long it takes.”
And then he falls dead away in front of her, faint from walking and grieving and measuring his way to Terre
Bouillante. And when he wakes-up and asks her what did he give her to keep and she tells him, “Five long days in
any direction, five parrots’ heartbeats and sixty-five feathers,” he cannot make sense of it.
“Hold this for me,” he says again on returning, “the second balata tree next to the mahogany whilst a yellowcrested bird trills, not sings but trills, and it must be eleven o’clock.”
“Hold this then, the sun must be on my left eye when I am facing the immortelle tree next to the ridge at
Morne Diable.”
“Hold this for me then.”—his next visit he arrives triumphantly—“If a agouti cross me in the track and my
lamp blow out in the wind and my water is low, then and only then is Terre Bouillante.”
Bola holds all of his signs and repeats them once he wakes up, repeats them to his sad, sad face that cannot
decipher his own calculations. Each story she holds for him takes a story away from him and each story gained
burns him to a chimera.
“Hold this for me,” he said lastly, leaving blue tracings, scintillas, gold gleams, parings and russet scrags
forever in the air.
“Do we arrive already empty, gut of everything already, knowing no remedy will ease the drift of our soul,
how heavy, how like the sea our tears is; some of us does not recover from the sight, the wound of our heavy
black bodies sinking in water.”
“Hold this for me,” he said, his cheeks emaciated from lack of water and his joints whistling like reeds, “—”.
With that Kamena had left her here for good. It might be years since she’d seen him last. Even Mere
Marguerite de St. Joseph and Soeur de Clemy and their dusty centuries had faded, their estate crumbled into its
superstition; its boundaries of leprosy, air, bitten coral and crushed conch shells had been spat out by time.
Kamena had turned into a skeleton searching for his Maroonage. The last day she recalled of him, he was burnt up
with walking and dried away with crying, starved with remembering.
“Hold this for me.”
*
The first time she saw the whales she burrowed into the sand like a crab. She heard their breathing as if they
would suck the whole ocean of air, as if the wind would go out of Culebra Bay and the almond trees and the
palms shrivel.
She waits and waits in the rain, looking for spouts, and the rain mists and it clouds. She swims in the rain to a
rock out in the sea far from land and looking back she cannot see this island now in its rain dress. She found this
rock running from Mere Marguerite. Mere Marguerite who could not touch water any more though water was
how Mere Marguerite and Soeur de Clemy had come here but now it hemmed them in. Her rock was the one
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place Bola could come to escape the Ursulines, who as she discovered had no control of water. They evaporated
once she ran past the foam, once she swam to the rock breathless. She would look back to shore and see them
helplessly waving. She would swim out in the rain to stoop on her rock, looking for the Main. Or what she thinks
might be the Main.
Perhaps that is where Kamena goes when he leaves her. Perhaps he has found a land bridge. Every time he
leaves she thinks he has gone for good.
She wants to swim to the Main. Now in the rain, the ocean sand kicked up enough to make a path, she thinks
she will walk across the water to the Main. The sea rising, her dress is like water and her legs like seaweed and
the cold does not matter and with only one hand she holds to the rock as the water lashes her and pushes her out to
the Main. In the rain she will disappear.
Looking back to the island it is in mist and rain and cloud and does not exist therefore. She cannot see the
shore, the broken house, the door, the bell, the cow tied to the tree. She cannot see Kamena’s road or hear the
sucrier singing under the flower bushes. And she cannot see the Main except in her mind. So she is alone in the
water like a boat and a shipwreck and if she lets go of her rock she will swim and drift down the Main, out of the
Golfo de Ballena and up the Orinoco, the Rewa, the Rupununi, the Demerara, the Mahaica, the Essequibo. She
alone in the Golfo de Ballena floating, down to the Main.
When it rains the sea rises ten feet in open water and when from the shore it looks like heavy seas out here, she
sees calm steady motion. She dips her head into the ocean and becomes seaweed. The sea is always changing and
so is the sky. She is never tired of drowning in both, the days when clouds bunch up on the horizon, lying in for
the evening, making doorways and windows, and if she escapes Mere Marguerite de St. Joseph she can walk
through those doorways, break the horizon sleeping on her rock.
Bola retreated into the sea the way one retreats into the bush. Fled the way one flees terrors, craving joys. The
sea’s billowing mountains and crinkling ridges became as well known to her as any territory is known by its
travelers. She plunged into its wide ways, its hesitations when waves crested, its untouchable crystals and soft
diamonds.
The whales’ breathing was as magnificent as Marie Ursule. She followed Kamena’s discoveries and directions,
where to anchor, where to land, where to make for come evenings. His accounts of bays, of indentations, of
promontories, she navigated and swam in her mind, making her way to the Main.
The truth is she did not want to leave Culebra Bay, just to navigate the passage around the island and up the
Main. She was already taken by the bell chords of trumpet fish and the endless breath of whales. She was already
taken by the circular sky, the perpetual blue, the incessant night black. She was already ravished by the shock of
red birds and by sudden silences when the sea steamed. In the midst of dust and inhumanness, in the midst of
closings, she had succumbed to tastes and smells and the sharp graze and cool sting of the body.
*
After many years she knew that she had been the only living thing at Culebra Bay. As stories fail, Mere
Marguerite de St. Joseph powdered and drifted and her voice faded, Soeur de Clemy lost her numbers now and
then, looking worried. Kamena lived in his own directions. The nuns’ banisters and windows crumbled under the
touch of her hands. Bola heard the Ursulines less and less and the world fought its way in more and more. The
boats. Footfalls breaking down the cattle grass and mimosa tangle. Cutlasses cutting tracks into Kamena’s
outskirts. Footprints cracking new sand. The noise of living coming closer and closer. The horizon at the outskirts
cut itself into a road with flame trees and tin-roofed shacks. The outskirts narrowed to particular shapes, and the
semicircle of hills was conquered by vegetable gardens and goats and chickens scratching for seed.
People had drifted here little by little looking for a way out, looking for a life away from the estates and the
years of indentureship that they were locked into even after slavery ended. These were people who needed to see
the sea when they looked up from planting a yam or feeding their chickens. They needed to sit under a shade tree
on the dry hills, listening to their own breathing, and look out to the ocean hourly. These people needed to glance
over their shoulder at any moment and see the vast blueness that would relieve them.
So, beginning in 1834, the year slavery ended, more or less, they began drifting toward this semicircle gibbous
to the sea. Some drifted knowing no one would follow them to Culebra Bay, not waiting to finish the six years’
indentureship that the proclamation of emancipation said they owed still; some barely dragged themselves to
Culebra Bay with their last will, gasping when they saw the big water. None of them questioned that they found
Bola there or asked what her life might have been before; they did not talk of their own lives, let alone look at
others’. They had all arrived for the same reason, and Culebra was their newness and their youngness and to find
Bola there, a young woman full of life, knowledgeable about the sea and the dry river, was only a good sign to
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them that they need not question.
Eventually all stories come out in their time and they all had stories and those stories would ease out when they
were cooking or looking for firewood, or when fanning a half-dead fire or gathering grass for a goat that one of
them had straggled in with or balata for a red monkey tied to a tree. There was enough time in the future for
recounting but all they really wanted to do was go on, advance into their next years, which had to be sweeter, and
were, just by the fact that they were at Culebra Bay.
And someone who looked like Soeur de Clemy’s son, half nun, half black, cleaned out the boiling house and
built a stone house on the path along which Kamena had carried Bola. Boats came across the Gulf more
frequently, fishing within sight of Culebra. But rumor can last centuries and then more. Culebra remained a small
place. Its reputation for leprosy and its remoteness kept it so for the next fifty years.
That suited those who had wandered there. They wanted to be alone; any disease was better than more
indentureship. They didn’t want to see another estate and they didn’t want their children to see it either. They
hated cacao, they hated coffee, they hated cane. If they could pass this hatred on in a chromosome they did, their
hatred was so physical. They took it as a matter of pride not to work for anyone.
The outskirts settled into a village around Bola by the sea. Soeur de Clemy’s son, or the man Bola took for
him, lived on whale blubber and whale oil and whale bone. He had watched the movement of the whales until he
noticed that it was simpler to watch Bola. She sensed the whales days before they arrived, because she had lived
there and had come to know the breathing of the sea. Nowadays she could only see two nuns drifting in the air if
she looked up quickly or listened with her head in the water, listening to trumpet fish and whales’ breath. She
could only see them if she thought steadily of Marie Ursule and a vermilion morning long ago. But the voices of
real people broke her senses until only now and then she would come upon the Ursulines suddenly hovering and
whispering over some old rotted piece of wood, which was the doorway and some stones, which were the hearts
of the nineteen others.
And last, worst, and best, Kamena never returned after a while with agouti and lime. He never returned
looking in her eyes for the way, the sign to Terre Bouillante, the directions he had begged her to hold, the days
when he would shake her in his grief and weep for her to tell him, the days when he cursed and loved Bola. Not
returning with a tamarind or balata or chenette to coax the secret from her, the secret way to his life and his new
beginnings. He never returned to the days he kept her company with his heart beatless in his hands and his face so
shadowy she stroked it into existence else he would fade, his head spinning, his hands trembling and his mouth in
a fever.
He must have finally left his body now, she thought, where his eyes and his brain had been. Marooned. She
had watched him year in year out circling himself, leaving in the rain, going to find Terre Bouillante, returning
without it. She had learned that searching was useless.
Whale-watcher they called her, because no one could undo her from the sight of whales, nothing distracted her
gaze and no one could swim as fast toward them when they arrived or hear them so long before they surfaced. But
what they did not know was that she was trying to warn the whales away as well as tell them to come get her. On
seeing whales, she blew Marie Ursule’s name into a pink conch shell and remembered that vermilion morning.
When she first saw the ocean she knew Marie Ursule would have seen its tears and said, “Hush up, hush up,”
to comfort the soaked face of the earth,
“Now, what you crying for, you want something to cry for, I’ll give you something to cry for.” Now she was
trying to tell the whales,
“It is shallow here, here are the new people and the boats and here they will rip your sides open and no one
will carry you to another shore where you can breathe. No one. Not even Kamena can do that.”
When the sea turned like that, when the water was turquoise and full like a belly and when the weeds were so
plentiful and the fish indescribable and everything was pregnant and the sea full like only the sea, Bola breathed
into her shell like another whale.
“Stop now, stop now, you will frighten them off,” screams the man who looks like Soeur de Clemy’s son.
And she breathed harder and harder standing on her rock out in the sea, blowing all day long. Long after the
whalers had caught the whale, long after they had dragged it tired to shore, after they had sliced it open and the
blubber had gone to the boiling house; long after a ship’s keel had been greased, long after.
*
When the village of Culebra Bau arrived it was almost the middle of the century and Bola had survived the
ruins of Marie Ursule and Kamena and the spectral Ursulines. More than survived, she had thrived waiting for
their shades to pass, their enchantment to subside, their bitter dealing to be slaked, if not cured. She was not
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faithful to sorrow only to a muscular yearning for everything her eyes touched. What her eyes touched she craved,
craving raw like a tongue, and pinned to one look, one shadow, one movement of an almond leaf, one wave, one
man, one woman with a fish basket, one moment.
And as soon forgotten. She moved to the next lust, forgetting the one she’d just hungered for and thought she
would die without. Lust for anything she saw, any bird, any passage of air, any cut of landscape in a look, any
food, any stone or flight of birds, she would see just what they were and covet them, coveting their shape, their
thickness, their redness, their saltiness.
And lust for her own flesh. She would knead her soft thighs and smooth them in her fingers for hours.
And lust for the men who drifted down to her from the village that had settled on the outskirts. She liked them
for the way they walked or the way they sang. The one who could not see she liked for the leaning of his head, the
way he heard everything and his gray eyes watered. And the fishermen for their skin—burnt, singed from the sun
and spray—and the banana keeper for the flame of his cutlass and the sound it made slicing and sucking the sticky
milk of the stem.
She loved the smell of one of them so much she became sick with a fever and hallucinations, so much she lay
down and imagined it for two days when he had left. So sick with his scent she had to tell him to leave so she
could savor it. She only took note of her senses and was uncomfortable with those who wanted to stay too long.
Bola always looked down at her swollen belly in surprise and as if it was not something she had lived with for
nine months, but forgetting, all of a sudden looking down and wondering what she was carrying, forgetting it was
her third child, it was her fourth child, it was her sixth. The fathers soon vanished or were forgotten too. Going
back to their tin shacks with their wives because Bola had neglected them; going back to their vegetable gardens
from which they had seen her on her rock, looking for whales. They vanished in their fishing boats after she had
lain there with them, her legs wide open, her wet dress tied around her waist. She forgot them when they walked
beyond the flame trees, beyond the outskirts of her thinking. They were often forgotten when they turned their
backs momentarily. Living so long by herself she had developed a self-centeredness, a fascination with only her
own thoughts. She appeared distracted, which was her charm, yet intensely curious. She viewed everything with a
curiosity, though that only lasted until the next thing came along.
And if the children born to her took more from her, or from Marie Ursule, whom they did not know, or from
these lovers, it was nothing to her, she just gave them what she had, which was her senses all tuned to their pitch,
tuned as greed or slovenliness or mystery or idiocy or curdling charm. If they took some benefit from her it was
her intensity at peeling her skin to see if it was black inside or hitting herself on her rock to see if she could have
sex with it. Or her curiosity as she walked on the same spot for hours to see if she would go anywhere, then stood
in the sun to see if it would come down and cover her if she prayed. If the language describing their life was her
illusory idiom, it was not because she gave it but because she gave it by blood without thought of gratitude or
remembrance. Without hopes—because hope was a word for the ignorant and Bola was old before she was young,
and in the world as flour is in flour or pebbles in pebbles. Not for hope but for being, and for the things that
dropped out of her eyes, which she could not see but felt. Feeling was all. Her senses were all.
Bola would be ninety years old and still as candid as a child, easy to pleasure and quick to pain and grief just
as soon forgotten. She felt everything, the light and the door handle as much as the scar on her lover’s face or a
stone’s middle or the jerk of a flea, an ant’s intention and the bleeding tail of a lizard; she saw a smile coming
before it arrived and she reckoned a wave’s proposal long before the sea. Suffering would skip her generation, she
didn’t have the patience for it. She only knew it like something welling in her eyes and singing, “Marie Ursule,”
and she only knew how to put it from her mind.
Bola filled the semicircle with her children, discovering her hunger for people after the drought of her years
with Kamena; then gave them away or kept them, depending on a whim. Depending on which one had something
written in her face that said cloth or iron, depending on what first came out of their mouths, sighs or grunts or
singing, depending on how fast they walked she let them go about their business because every child wasn’t a
child but had its own life and its own way and its own age.
Bola was not one for sadness. When the children came to her crying like mewling birds, she told them,
laughing,
“What you have to be sad about when you aren’t even live yet?
“What you sad for? a green mango, a tamarind seed? a hole in the sand?
“What? What, when you have a good life and you have food; and if you don’t have food you can suck a river
stone? What? When you can breathe air and drink water? You lucky.”
So she gave the serious-eyed one to the serious-eyed man because it must have been his: the girl who was nine
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and looking out, serious-like, to Curaçao saying,
“Boto, bayena, awa, mama awa.”
That one who said she could iron clothes and put a fire out.
And she gave the boy who liked golden things—sunlight and coins and yellow yams and butter—to the man
from Venezuela whose skin was golden with the merest breath of Angola and who passed his hand across cloth as
if he were taming it, and who spoke Spanish dropping it like a stinging waterfall. She gave the boy to his love of
things with a texture.
The boy who ran away she gave to running away because she couldn’t comfort him, she couldn’t still the fright
in his eyes, she couldn’t warm his hands, she couldn’t fatten him or stop his wasting away. He loved things too
much, she told him. He would sob when the sun fell into the ocean. He followed her furtively along the beach,
rubbing out the imprint of her footsteps in the sand.
His fear of the ocean was consuming. He searched the beach for her footsteps, stepping into them so that he
would be safe.
Taking his own path he felt nauseous and dizzy, thinking the ocean would suddenly lash out, slip the sand from
under him and drag him in. She felt him behind her, felt his distress.
When she turned he would be gone, but the print from his feet would be where hers should have been and it
would be as if hers, only just started but from nowhere. No matter how suddenly she stopped and spun around
looking for him, he was not there. Only his footsteps ending and running away and hers always beginning.
He grabbed her painting of the Main to see if she would follow him, and ran to the interior, the place that used
to be Terre Bouillante, finding without looking what Kamena could not find, to make a generation.
The one who was born just when the rain falls and falls and falls until it is nothing but mist, that one left at
fifteen with a man from the Guaripiche who sold her to a wagonload of loggers; she always walked with rain
streaking her face, and when it rained Bola remembered her as the one who wanted to come out of her belly so
fast she left without her little fingers.
She left like a going river.
She would live for ever and ever, rematerializing along roads where there is forest waiting.
She will hike to towns, bringing necessary rain and floods.
The ones Bola kept grew by themselves without her assistance and came and went and gave her a rocking
chair to sit in the windswept dirt and to chuckle, but that was years later.
She gave the one who dried her milk to a woman who walked by with a fish basket full of red fish and who
made the sign of the cross as if she too could see the crumbling nuns and Marie Ursule’s conjure.
They looked at each other shaking and became the kind of friends who know too much about each other; the
kind of people who are wary all their lives and drink from the same cup to make sure, or never drink from the
same cup and never leave their belongings near the other one’s hands.
The woman with the fish basket, misinterpreting Bola’s simple curiosity, took all she had on a boat to Bonaire
—the fish basket and the child—and watched the seas for Bola’s coming, never telling the child about her
beginnings. The woman with the fish basket counted the waves and forbade the child to go near them because
waves were like Bola’s eyes and she’d seen them plain as Bola’s mother and she was a woman of smaller needs so
understood them less.
Bola gave the one who loved dolls to the madhouse; and the one who cried incessantly she made in the dry
season and milked his tears for water.
One never arrived and made Bola’s belly empty and bloated for long years. That one pushed many others out
before their time and sat in the cloaked blood of Bola’s belly, jealous and grudgeful, until Bola washed her out
with salt water and lime just like any fish.
One was taken by the hurricane of 1875 on a joy ride of his might-have-beens, entangled in trees and
galvanized roofing and wooden steps and bhaji bush and karili vine. He split and spun all over just like any bit of
rain or rag of land.
And the last, Augusta, was as blind as her father with the leaning head (though not from her eyes but from her
ambition), and she learned her father’s way with sounds and surfaces.
She could tell a name by a footstep, and she stood over the washtub all day for the love of the scrub board’s
grit.
She would catch cold easily, which gave her an audible speech from her chest.
She, Augusta, had a boy who went with his eyes half closed to a great war. …
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